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1. INTRODUCTION
Much has been discussed and written about the pursuit of a "cer-
tificateless society" where the movement of paper securities would be
eliminated or substantially reduced. Developments in the law and mar-
ket practices in many countries have made the certificateless society a
reality only in some markets and then only for some securities. Much
of the energy devoted to pondering the demise of paper has addressed
legal doctrine in an effort to provide "rules" for transfer and pledge of
paperless securities that would replicate, incorporate or supplant the
familiar rules that apply to paper securities.
Until recently the search for a certificateless society has featured
too little effort in three areas of inquiry. First, what benefits are to be
achieved, and for whom, by eliminating or reducing the movement of
paper? Second, to what extent do the perceived problems result not
from the existence or non-existence of paper securities or defects in the
legal regime but from the need for improvements in the process of
clearing and settling securities trades' among active market partici-
* We are particularly indebted to Yoshiharu Oritani of the Bank of Japan,
former Chief, Research Division II, Institute for Monetary and Economic Studies, The
Bank of Japan, and to other staff of The Bank of Japan, for their explanations of
many aspects of Japanese Government Bond market transactions. All errors that
remain are ours. An earlier version of this article was published as Mooney, Transfer,
Pledge, Clearance and Settlement in the Japanese and United States Government
Securities Markets, 9 MONETARY & ECON. STUD. 103 (March 1991).
** Professor of Law, University of Pennsylvania Law School. Professor Mooney
wishes to thank the University of Pennsylvania Law School for generous research
support.
*** Associate Professor of Law, Kyoto University Faculty of Law. Professor
Kinami wishes to thank The Japan Securities Scholarship Foundation for generous
research support.
1 Clearance and settlement are the processes that occur after securities trades are
made in the market. "Clearance" involves comparing, matching, and confirming trades
so that each party is assured that the trades have been made according to the mutually
agreed upon terms. "Settlement" consists of the payment of funds by buyers of securi-
ties and the transfer of ownership of securities by the sellers. See generally infra Parts
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pants? Third, what are the legal implications of securities market prac-
tices that inevitably involve the role of intermediaries (usually securities
firms or banks) that control fungible bulks of securities for their cus-
tomers (and, sometimes, creditors)? These intermediaries act for traders
and investors as brokers and dealers in the secondary securities markets
as well as custodians and depositories that insulate the beneficial owner
from the issuer.
This article attempts to provide some tentative answers to these
three questions. The emphasis here is on property rights and credit
issues rather than on techniques of regulating and supervising the mar-
ket participants per se. One goal of the article is to provide a useful
checklist of issues and questions that might be addressed by those who
would seek to modify the legal regimes applicable to the Japanese,
United States, or other markets. When the basic issues, such as the
structure of clearing and settlement mechanisms, the resolution of com-
peting claims to securities controlled in fungible bulk by intermediaries,
and the allocation of risks of intermediary insolvency or failure to settle
trades, are considered and resolved, then the design, drafting and tech-
nique of concrete legal doctrine necessary to implement the scheme can
be considered.
In another article2 one of us has suggested a richer contemplation
of fungible bulks of securities that are in some fashion controlled by an
intermediary for the benefit of its customer or secured creditor. The
rights of customers in such securities are sui generis indeed. However
those rights may be characterized under applicable law, the relation-
ship between the intermediary and its customer is inherently similar to
that of a debtor and its creditor. In many respects the relationship re-
sembles the debtor-creditor paradigm more than that of bailee and
owner-bailor of tangible property. It is interesting that the financial
world and the various legal regimes have come to grips with the notion
that "money" usually does not represent a claim against any govern-
ment, central bank or other bank note issuer. Rather, it consists largely
of unsecured claims by creditors (account holders) against debtors
(banks). As money is moved these claims are moved and the identities
of the debtors and creditors change. In the securities world, however,
both the market participants and the legal regimes generally fail to dis-
tinguish so sharply claims against an issuer of a security (the "property
rights") by an owner and claims against securities intermediaries who
4.1.,4.2.
2 Mooney, Beyond Negotiability: A New Model for Transfer and Pledge of Inter-
ests in Securities Controlled by Intermediaries, 12 CARDOZO L. REv. 305 (1990)
[hereinafter Mooney, Beyond Negotiability].
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control securities for the benefit of their customers. The quest for a
certificateless society may be aided by developing a legal regime that
draws more heavily from lessons in the context of money and bank
deposits than upon analogues based on the bailment and deposit of
commingled tangible property.
This article does not provide specific solutions for all of the ex-
isting puzzles in the legal regimes concerning securities transactions -
the breadth and depth of the subject is too immense. Nor does it pro-
vide definitive proposals for the systemic or operational aspects of the
securities markets, such as clearance and settlement. The principal
methodology of the article involves comparisons of the Japanese Gov-
ernment Bond (JGB) and the United States Treasury security markets
and the Japanese and United States legal regimes as they relate to
transfer, pledge, clearance and settlement.3 For present purposes it is
not so important to explicate why the existing legal regimes might dif-
fer or to detail all of the doctrinal differences." The comparison will
demonstrate that there exists a strikingly similar, common core of issues
and alternatives with which market participants, regulators and future
sculptors of the legal regimes must grapple. The evidence suggests that
the same common core may be found in other active securities markets.
Reflection on the common core of issues and alternatives also sug-
gests useful insights that may impact beyond the domestic markets and
legal systems of the United States and Japan. Recent years have seen
an increasing "internationalization" of the securities markets. It is im-
portant that participants in the financial centers around the world seek
common solutions and approaches to deal with securities transfers,
pledges, clearance, and settlement in their domestic markets and laws
and in the manner of connecting participants in the various different
markets.
S In this article general references to "United States" law refers to applicable fed-
eral or state law, as the case may be.
4 Although the results reached in various circumstances by applying the legal
rules in Japan and the United States to transfer and pledge of negotiable paper securi-
ties do not differ substantially, the conceptual underpinnings and terminology involved
are more dissimilar. Not surprisingly the different origins of the two legal re-
gimes-Japan's civil law tradition largely drawn from German law and the common
law tradition of the United States largely drawn from the law of England-account for
these differences.
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2. JAPANESE GOVERNMENT BONDS AND UNITED STATES
TREASURY SECURITIES - AN OVERVIEW OF THE MARKETS
2.1. The Japanese Government Bond Market'
2.1.1. Market Transactions
Although JGBs are traded on the Tokyo and other stock ex-
changes, the vast majority of the trading occurs in the "over-the-
counter" market among about thirty securities firms and banks. At any
given time, most of the trading is for the so-called "benchmark" 10-
year bond issue. The "benchmark" issue changes from time to time.6
Much of the over-the-counter trading in JGBs is done through the
Nihon Sogo Shoken - The Japan Bond Trading Company, often
called the "Broker's Broker" (the BB). The remainder consists of direct
trades between buyers and sellers. The BB maintains a real time
"screen" that displays to the participants current, outstanding bids and
offers. Bids are made and offers accepted by telephone to the BB and,
almost instantly, the bids and offers (and acceptances of offers) are re-
flected by the screen. All trades with the BB are on an "undisclosed"
basis-the BB becomes a party to each trade (a buyer from the initial
seller and a seller to the ultimate buyer) but does not disclose the iden-
tity of its contra parties.
Although the BB actually becomes an obligated party in each
trade, the credit and other risks associated with a possible BB failure to
The discussion in Part 2.1. is based largely on interviews with experts in Tokyo,
some of whom are staff of the Bank of Japan (BOJ). However, the BOJ has not ap-
proved the substance of this discussion and none of the descriptions, suggestions or
alternatives discussed in this article necessarily reflect the views of The Bank of
Japan.
' As for the reasons for the benchmark phenomenon and the corresponding illi-
quidity of the other issues, it has been explained that:
This market distortion, a result of too rapid an expansion of the mar-
ket, is transitional in nature. It is believed to be only a matter of time
before concentrations in certain bonds disappear for the following reasons.
First, the introduction of short-term government bonds has increased
the varieties of bonds and maturities available for trading...
Second, a bond futures market was established at the Tokyo Stock
Exchange in October 1985 to enable bond dealers to hedge against the risk
of fluctuating government-bond prices.
Senbo, Public Bond Markets, Pt. 1, in 2 JAPAN'S FINANCIAL MARKETS 9-10 (FAIR
Fact Series 1987). Perhaps, at the present time, the active traders have a relatively
finite appetite for trading. Because they also require a highly liquid market (in order to
reduce risks of market fluctuations in connection with short-term holdings), the trading
is essentially limited to the benchmark bond. In other words, if the finite volume of
trading volume were spread over all issues and maturities, the desired liquidity might
not exist.
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settle (i.e., failure to pay for securities to be bought or to transfer secur-
ities to be sold) generally are considered minuscule. The BB is owned
primarily by the "Big Four" Japanese securities houses. Presumably,
that connection is thought sufficient to ensure the competence, integrity
and liquidity necessary to avoid failures by the BB where one of its
buyers or sellers fails to make a payment or transfer securities to the
BB. Failure to deliver or pay by the BB's customers (there are cur-
rently more than 200) has not been a problem. Because the BB runs a
strictly matched book (it buys from one party only when there is a sale
to another party at the same price), there is little perceived risk that the
BB would fail to pay or deliver.
2.1.2. Clearance and Settlement
Whether securities are traded on exchanges or over-the-counter,
arrangements must be made for buyers to pay for securities bought and
for sellers to transfer ownership of the securities sold. The arrange-
ments might call for each trader to meet face-to-face with each other
trading partner so that the securities involved in each trade can be
physically delivered to the buyer against simultaneous payment by the
buyer in currency or check. But, for active securities market traders
who agree to many trades every business day, the difficulties in such a
settlement structure are obvious. The development of systems for clear-
ing (comparing, matching, and confirming trades) and settling (trans-
ferring interests in securities and paying for securities) securities trades
reflects attempts to replicate, in some fashion, the certainty and safety
of the simple face-to-face paradigm while avoiding its inefficiency and
impracticability.
a. BOJ Securities Accounts
There are two different JGB "book-entry" transfer systems oper-
ated by the Bank of Japan (BOJ). One is the registration system and
the other is the book-entry system.
(i) Registration System
JGBs can be put into the registration system when first issued. A
physical (certificated) JGB also may be surrendered to the BOJ by the
holder and thereby put into the registration system. The physical bond
is then destroyed and the holder becomes the registered owner on the
books of the BOJ. Any owner of a JGB may become a registered
owner; participation in the registration system is not limited to finan-
cial institutions.
1991]
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The registration system is administered by the BOJ as an agent of
the Japanese government pursuant to the Law on Government Bonds.
7
Registration, in Japan, is a different concept than in the United States.
In Japan, the certificated bonds are surrendered when they are regis-
tered and, if a registered owner desires a piece of paper once again, a
request for a certificate will be honored.' Unlike the United States
practice, the Japanese system does not combine registration with the
holding of a piece of paper by the owner-the certificated JGBs are
bearer bonds. 9
Transfer in the registration system involves the registered owner
signing a written request for transfer (RFT). The RFT is delivered to
the transferee and the transferee must sign it as well. The RFT is then
delivered to the BOJ and (assuming the transferor is indeed the regis-
tered owner of sufficient securities in the BOJ registration system) the
BOJ makes entries on its books reflecting the transferee as the new
registered owner.' Recently, the BOJ has implemented a system
("BOJ-NET") for communicating requests for transfer to the BOJ by
electronic messaging.
(ii) Book-entry System
The book-entry system is open to financial institutions such as
banks, securities firms, insurance firms, the BB, certain clearing orga-
nizations, and quasi-governmental entities such as the Trust Fund Bu-
reau of the Ministry of Finance (MOF). The book-entry system was
created and is operated by the BOJ itself, not as an agent of the Japa-
nese government. The rules of the B OJ book-entry system are
grounded in the legal concept of co-ownership of property deposited
with a depository or other third party. The starting place is the deposit
of certificated bonds with the BOJ by a system participant." In the
book-entry system, while most of the deposited bonds of a given issue
are registered in the name of the BOJ in the registration system, the
remainder of the deposited bonds of that issue are held physically by
7 Law on Government Bonds, Law No. 34 of 1906 [hereinafter Law on Govern-
ment Bonds], art. 1.
8 See id. at art. 2(2).
Id. at art. 2(1).
10 The registration system also can be used to effect a pledge. A special transfer
form is signed by the pledgor and the pledgee and, like the RFTs, it is submitted to the
BOJ. The pledgor remains the registered owner of the pledged bonds, but the quantity
pledged may not be transferred except with the consent of the pledgee. Such a pledge
will be effective against the transferee's creditors or trustee in bankruptcy.
"' The participants may maintain two types of accounts with the BOJ - their
own proprietary account and a custodial account.
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the BOJ in certificated form. All transfers in the book-entry system are
originated by an instruction to the BOJ by the transferor requesting
the transfer of a certain quantity of the bonds of a specified issue. (The
BOJ-NET System also can be used to communicate transfer instruc-
tions by participants in the book-entry system.) The BOJ then
processes the instruction by transferring the certificated bonds of that
issue that are physically held by the BOJ. In legal construction, the
BOJ will repeat these transfers until the quantity of transferred bonds
satisfies the quantity the transferor requested to be transferred.1 2 As a
matter of actual practice, however, the transferor's account is debited
and the transferee's account is credited. The transfer requires the in-
struction to the BOJ by the transferor only.
The BOJ book-entry system requires that customers of a securities
firm or bank participant formally agree to the rules of the book-entry
system at the time they arrange with the participant for their securities
to be subject to that system. The system does not extend beyond the
"first tier" below the system participant (i.e., the participant's cus-
tomer).13 If that customer is itself a securities firm or bank that controls
securities for others, special arrangements must be made for a lower
tier customer's securities to be subject to the system.
At one time the book-entry system was available only for tax-ex-
empt bonds. As a result of expanding eligibility to cover JGBs gener-
ally, use of the book-entry system now has increased. The book-entry
system also is used to effect pledges of JGBs by market participants to
the securities finance companies.1 4 Both the registration system and the
book-entry system are used for securities transfers in connection with
the active trading in JGBs.'
5
12 The BOJ repetitively uses this method to process all transfer instructions.
13 The BOJ can examine the books of the system's participants and, thereby, dis-
cover the extent to which a participant controls securities for customers. But the BOJ
has no direct relationship with a participant's customers and assumes no obligations
directly to the customers.
14 Securities finance companies specialize in financing securities. There are now
three securities finance companies-the Japan Securities Finance Company, the Osaka
Securities Finance Company, and the Chubu Securities Finance Company. See THE
JAPANESE FINANCIAL SYSTEM 256 (Y. Suzuki ed. 1987).
1" See Senbo, supra note 6, at 8-9:
The Central Depository System [i.e., the book-entry system]... has elimi-
nated the necessity for bond certificate delivery, simplified transaction pro-
cedures, reduced paperwork and freed bond dealers from certificate safe-
keeping. It has produced a great improvement in administrative efficiency
of government bond circulation. Presently as much as one-fourth of out-
standing government bonds are on deposit under the book-entry system.
By 1990 approximately 40% of the JGBs were in the book-entry system and the num-
ber of actual securities transfers in the book-entry system exceeded the corresponding
number for the registration system. For example, in July, 1990, out of 43,723 transfers,
1991]
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b. Securities Settlement Dates
There are specified settlement dates for JGB transactions - in
principle, six settlement dates each month. In actual practice, the BOJ
publishes and makes public an annual calendar that lists each settle-
ment date and the corresponding trading dates for which settlement
will be made on each settlement date.16
Until recent years, settlement of almost all large transactions took
place only two times per month. In March, 1986, the system was
changed to provide three settlement dates per month. In August, 1987,
it was changed again to the current six settlement dates. The move to
six settlement dates was not a result of any new law. Instead, it was
made as a result of informal encouragement to the securities industry.
c. Clearance and Settlement Operations
(i) Trade Tickets, Confirmations, Comparisons and Scheduling
When a trade is made with the BB or otherwise, each party
prepares a ticket reflecting the details of the trade. Each ticket is sent to
the "back office" of each firm where it is. "cleaned up." Usually, the
data is inputted to a computer. "Confirmations" of the trade are gener-
ated. A confirmation is sent to the contra party to the trade (and, if the
trader is itself acting on behalf of a customer, a confirmation also will
be sent to its customer). Internally, a confirmation goes to the firm's
accounting department and another goes to its settlement department.
On or shortly after the trade date, confirmation of the details of the
trade is made by telephone (or by electronic messaging) with the firm's
contra party (and with its customer, when applicable). This process is
the "comparison" of the trade between the two parties. At the same
time, the settlement of the trade is "scheduled" between the two parties
to the trade. Although the settlement date will normally be known or
assumed in a regular trade, it is necessary to agree as to the timing
(during the day on the settlement date) and the nature of the payment
there were 19,828 transfers (45%) in the registration system and 23,895 transfers (55%)
in the book-entry system. One reason for the continued use of the registration system
for settlement in the over-the-counter market may relate to taxes. It is widely believed
that a material portion of bonds in the registration system are registered to financial
institution nominees because financial institution registered owners are not subjected to
withholding taxes on interest paid. In the book-entry system withholdings from interest
payments to the beneficial owners are enforced.
" For example, according to the 1990 calendar, the settlement date for trades
made on September 28 and October 1-3 is October 15, and the settlement date for
trades made on October 4-9 is October 22.
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(i.e., BOJ check, clearinghouse funds, or BOJ-NET).1 7
(ii) Requests for Transfer
When BOJ-NET is not used and settlement is in the registration
system, the seller delivers an RFT to the buyer before the applicable
settlement date. The form must be completed and signed on behalf of
the seller with an authorized signature. The RFT instructs the BOJ to
change (i.e., transfer) the registered ownership of the securities to the
buyer on the BOJ's registration books. The buyer also must sign and
complete the RFT. 8 The buyer then delivers the RFT to the BOJ
before the settlement date. 9 When BOJ-NET is not used and settle-
ment is in the book-entry system, the seller-participant gives a written
instruction to the BOJ before the applicable settlement date instructing
it to transfer securities to the buyer-participant in the book-entry sys-
tem. That instruction needs to be signed only by the seller.
Requests for transfer and instructions transmitted through BOJ-
NET now are used instead of paper-based communications in the vast
majority of transactions.2 °
(iii) Securities Transfers at BOJ
Before the settlement date, the BOJ verifies that paper RFTs and
book-entry transfer instructions bear authorized signatures and are oth-
erwise in proper form. The BOJ also determines that there are suffi-
cient securities (of the issue being transferred) registered in the name of
the seller or credited to the seller in the book-entry system, as may be
applicable. Were a seller the owner of an insufficient amount of securi-
17 Payment settlement is discussed infra Part 2.1.2.d.
18 Although not required by the Law on Government Bonds, section 30(1) of the
Regulation on Government Bonds provides that the buyer shall submit a signed request
for transfer in a writing sufficient to evidence a transfer or change in registration gen-
erally. Regulation on Government Bonds, Ministry of Finance Ordinance No. 31 of
1922, § 30(1). In the alternative, section 30(2) of that regulation provides that in the
case of a transfer where a request for transfer is signed by the transferor and the
transferee, section 30(1) does not apply. Id. at § 30(2). In the case of a pledge, section
37 requires that a writing requesting registration of the pledge be signed by both the
pledgor and the pledgee. Id. at § 37.
19 Assume that Buyer-1 resells the securities to Buyer-2 on a trade date that has
the same settlement date as the one for Buyer-l's initial purchase from the seller.
Buyer-1 would then complete (as buyer) the original RFT in its own name and gener-
ate a new, additional RFT, sign it as seller and deliver it to Buyer-2. This also can be
the case when, for example, a securities firm buys the securities for its customer. The
customer may end up being the transferee-registered owner on the settlement date.
20 Of the 43,723 transfers made during July, 1990, 87.6% were made electroni-
cally through BOJ-NET. BOJ-NET transfers accounted for 82% of the registration
system transfers and 92.2% of the book-entry system transfers.
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ties to cover the transfers to be made, the BOJ would not execute the
transfer.2 ' In the rare case where this might happen,2 2 the market par-
ticipants expect that the BOJ would notify the interested parties (the
buyer and the seller) of the problem.23 The BOJ tabulates the various
transfers and, on the settlement date, effects the various transfers. As
the BOJ receives paper RFTs and transfer instructions during the days
prior to a settlement date, the information is input to the BOJ's com-
puter in "batches." BOJ-NET instructions go directly into the com-
puter system. A preliminary process occurs on the day before the settle-
ment date in order to ascertain that no transferor is going to be short.
On the settlement date, processing begins at about 15:30. A report is
generated and, on the day after the settlement date, the BOJ sends each
party a confirmation of the various transfers of bonds to and from the
party.24 The BOJ believes that the transfers made in the settlement
process are effective when the final process begins (at about 15:30).25
(iv) "Netting" Between Trading Partners
As described above, securities settlement in the over-the-counter
market for JGBs is achieved on a transaction by transaction basis.
However, parties that have multiple transactions with each other
(which is fairly common) sometimes may net both money and securities
settlements on a bilateral basis. This ad hoc netting reduces the num-
ber and amounts of payments and securities transfers. A technique
21 Assume that a seller delivers 50 RFTs to the BOJ covering an aggregate
amount of securities of the benchmark bond in the amount of * 1 million, to be settled
in the registration system. Also assume that the seller is the registered owner of only *
990,000 of the bonds. What would happen? Would all of the transfers fail? Would the
BOJ determine, or ask the seller to determine, which RFTs should not be honored?
Because no problems along these lines have occurred, there is no experience on which
answers to these questions can be based and there are no formal rules to deal with the
issues raised. As a practical matter, the BOJ would request the seller to deliver to the
BOJ RFTs transferring securities to the seller so as to cover the shortfall. The BOJ
gives a seller credit (in determining that the seller is the owner of sufficient securities to
cover its RFTs as seller) for RFTs transferring securities to the seller that have been
delivered to the BOJ for the same settlement date.
2 The BOJ estimates that the incidence of a transferor being short the securities
to be transferred is about 1 : 1,000.
2 The failing seller could cover the failure by quickly purchasing securities pur-
suant to early settlement arrangements so that it could deliver RFTs or instructions
transferring additional securities to it so as to make up the shortfall.
24 "Netting" does not occur in the process. For example, if an RFT reflects a
transfer in the registration system from A to B of Y 1 million of an issue of bonds, and
another RFT reflects a transfer from B to A of * 500,000 of the same issue of bonds,
the BOJ registration books will reflect both transfers.
25 There are several technical and operational differences between settlement in
the registration system and settlement in the book-entry system, but those differences
are not material for purposes of this discussion.
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called "bundling" may be more common than netting. When a seller
makes many sales to the same buyer of a particular JGB issue for set-
tlement on the same settlement date, the aggregate amount of the JGBs
may be "bundled" by the seller and reflected by only one RFT or
transfer instruction.
d. Payment Settlements
Settlement of the payments side of securities transactions usually is
made by a check drawn on a BOJ account or by a funds transfer in the
BOJ-NET system. The payment settlements are not directly linked to
the settlements of securities transactions themselves (i.e., transfers of
securities on the registration books of the BOJ or in the book-entry
system), although the payment settlements occur on the same dites as
the securities settlements. The payment settlements normally are made
before the corresponding securities are delivered. BOJ check clearing
takes place at 15:00.26 Moreover, as a practical and logistical matter,
the delivery of BOJ checks from buyers to sellers must occur during the
morning of a settlement date. BOJ-NET funds transfers are effective
when executed on a "real-time" basis.
2.2. The United States Treasury Security Market
2.2.1. Market Transactions
The market for United States Treasury securities, like that for
JGBs, is an over-the-counter market.2 7 New issues are auctioned to a
group of "primary dealers." 8 These primary dealers, as well as sec-
26 Note that the BOJ will not honor a check unless there are sufficient funds in
the drawer's account. In securities transactions there are no extensions of credit analo-
gous to that extended by the Federal Reserve Banks (through daylight overdrafts) in
the United States, discussed next. Payments settlements for securities transactions also
are made by clearinghouse funds transfers in some cases.
27 For a description of the market for United States Treasury securities, see GEN-
ERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, U.S. TREASURY SECURITIES, THE MARKET'S STRUC-
TURE, RISKS, AND REGULATION (1986) [hereinafter GAO REPORT]. See also Associ-
ATION OF RESERvE CITY BANKERS, REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF RESERVE CITY BANKERS ON BOOK-ENTRY DAYLIGHT OVERDRAFTS
(1986) thereinafter RESERvE CITY BANKERS REPORT]. The United States government
securities market is unquestionably the largest and most important securities market in
the world. In addition to providing initial long-term financing for the United States
government, the market permits refinancing of that debt, it is an important means for
the United States Federal Reserve System to implement monetary policy, and it pro-
vides short-term financing for day-to-day financial management.
"' M. STIGUM, AFTER THE TRADE: DEALER AND CLEARING BANK OPERATIONS
IN MONEY MARKET AND GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 49-51, 70-71 (1988) [hereinafter
STIGUM, TRADE].
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ondary dealers, use inter-dealer brokers to arrange many of the trades
among themselves." Like the BB in the JGB market, these brokers
normally operate a matched book and, unlike the dealers, generally do
not take securities positions for their own accounts.30
Treasury securities are virtually all uncertificated (book-entry). 1
The transfer and pledge of interests in book-entry Treasury securities
are governed by the Book-Entry Treasury Regulations. 2 Book-entry
Treasury securities are subject to a "tiered" system of ownership and
transfer under the Book-Entry Treasury Regulations. 3 Only a "depos-
itory institution" (DI) can attain a status equivalent to that of a regis-
tered owner on the books of a Federal Reserve Bank.3 4 Consequently,
21 Id. at 65-74.
30 Id. at 66-68.
31 As of December 31, 1985, 97% of the outstanding principal amount of marketa-
ble United States Treasury securities were in book-entry form. See Regulations Gov-
erning Book-Entry Treasury Bonds, Notes, and Bills, 51 Fed. Reg. 8846 (1986) (pro-
posed March 14, 1986) (summary of the Department of Treasury) [hereinafter March
TRADES Summary]. Since 1978 Treasury bills have been issued only in book-entry
form, and since July 1, 1986 all Treasury securities have been issued only in book-
entry form. Id.
8 31 C.F.R. §§ 306.115-306.122 (1990) [hereinafter Book-Entry Treasury Regu-
lations]. The Book-Entry Treasury Regulations cover book-entry Treasury bonds,
notes, certificates of indebtedness, and bills issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act,
as amended. 31 C.F.R. § 306.115(d) (1990) (defining "Book-entry Treasury security").
Substantially similar regulations dealing with book-entry Treasury bills are found at
31 C.F.R. §§ 350.2 -350.6 (1990). See 31 O.F.R. § 350.1(a) (1990) (defining "Trea-
sury bill"). Various United States federal agencies also have adopted substantially simi-
lar regulations for their book-entry securities. On March 14, 1986, the Department of
Treasury published proposed new rules, called the Treasury/Reserve Automated Debt
Entry System ("TRADES"), to deal with transfers and pledges of Treasury Securities
within the commercial book-entry system. 51 Fed. Reg. 8846 (1986) (to be codified at
31 C.F.R. pt. 357) (proposed March 14, 1986). After consideration of numerous com-
ments, a substantially revised version of proposed TRADES Regulations was published
on November 28, 1986. 51 Fed. Reg. 43,027 (1986) (to be codified at 31 C.F.R. pt.
357) (proposed November 28, 1986) [hereinafter Proposed TRADES Regulations]. Fi-
nal regulations have not been issued.
11 See 31 C.F.R. §§ 306.115-306.122, 350.2-350.6 (1990). The Department of
Treasury has described the system as follows:
Assume that an individual ("Individual Investor") has invested in a Trea-
sury 5-year note through a local government securities dealer ("Local
Dealer"). Local Dealer will be maintaining one or more Treasury 5-year
notes of the same issue through another book-entry custodian such as a
larger government securities dealer ("National Dealer"). National Dealer
would, most likely, be maintaining the 5-year notes through a bank
("Clearing Bank"). Clearing Bank would be maintaining the 5-year notes
directly in an account at a Federal Reserve Bank.... Each of the book-
entry custodians will record on its books securities maintained for the ac-
count of the book-entry custodian below it in the chain, and local dealer
will record on its books the interest of Individual Investor.
March TRADES Summary, supra note 31, at 8846.
" Treasury regulations applicable to book-entry Treasury securities, as written,
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an active trader of book-entry Treasury securities that is not itself a DI
can obtain an interest in securities only through an account with an
intermediary (either a DI or another downstream intermediary)"5 and
only DIs can maintain securities accounts on the books of the Fed."6
2.2.2. Clearance and Settlement
a. Clearing Banks and Fedwire
Because only DIs can maintain securities accounts with the Fed,
clearance and settlement in the book-entry Treasury securities market
37
necessarily involves the participation of DIs. Most trades are cleared
and settled for the principal government securities dealers and brokers
by only three banks, known in this context as "clearing banks."3" Book-
entry Treasury securities are transferred against payment on a real-
time, continual basis throughout each business day in the Fedwire sys-
tem.3" A participating DI can transfer securities electronically on
Fedwire to another DI and simultaneously receive payment from the
transferee DI.40
contemplate that only a "member bank" (defined as a member of a Federal Reserve
Bank) can maintain a book-entry securities account with a Federal Reserve Bank. See
31 C.F.R. §§ 306.115(g), 306.117(a) (1990). However, those privileges have been ex-
tended by the various Federal Reserve Banks to all depository institutions. Telephone
Interview with Stephen Smith, Federal Reserve Bank of New York (Oct. 11, 1989); see
12 U.S.C. § 461(b)(1)(A) (1988) (defining "depository institution" essentially as an
entity eligible to apply for federal deposit insurance).
" Investors who do not require the flexibility of intermediary control (e.g., indi-
viduals who desire to hold securities for long periods) have the option of establishing a
book-entry security account directly with the Department of the Treasury. See 31
C.F.R. §§ 357.20-357.32 (1990) (regulations dealing with the TREASURY DIRECT
system).
s In this article the Federal Reserve Banks are referred to as 'the Fed.'
s The market for Treasury securities is an over-the-counter market. See gener-
ally GAO Report, supra note 27, at 18-32.
" Before the combination of The Bank of New York and Irving Trust Company
there were four principal clearing banks: Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company,
The Bank of New York, Irving Trust Company, and, Security Pacific National Bank.
See STIGUM, TRADE, supra note 28, at 122-24. One clearing banker estimated that the
top 3 clearing banks clear securities trades of close to $300 billion per day on average.
Id. at 124-25.
" Fedwire is a computerized communications system operated by the Federal Re-
serve System for the transfer of funds and book-entry Treasury and Federal agency
securities among participating DIs. See Federal Reserve System Regulation J, 12
C.F.R. pt. 210, subpt. B (1988) (wire transfers of funds); Federal Reserve Bank of
New York Operating Circulars Nos. 21 (Book-Entry Securities) (Rev. 1977); No. 21A
(On-Line Transactions in Book-Entry Securities (Rev. 1988)). Other Federal Reserve
Banks have operating circulars that are substantially the same as Operating Circulars
21 and 21A. For a description of the Fedwire system see STIGUM, TRADE, supra note
28, at 105-20.
,o Fedwire permits a participating DI to transfer securities to another participat-
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Transfers of book-entry Treasury securities against payment in
the Fedwire system regularly give rise to enormous extensions of intra-
day credit, in the form of overdrafts, by the clearing banks to the bro-
kers and dealers. For example, when a dealer's clearing bank receives
securities against payment, the dealer typically does not have sufficient
funds in its funds account with the clearing bank to repay the clearing
bank. The clearing bank's payments thereby create overdrafts in the
dealer's account. During the day the Fed, in turn, extends correspond-
ing overdraft credit to the clearing banks.41 A clearing bank looks to
securities received and allocated to the dealer's "clearing account" as
collateral for this daylight overdraft credit. 42 Before the end of the day
the dealers expect to receive funds, mostly from instructing the clearing
bank to transfer securities over Fedwire against payment, to cover their
overdrafts. Many of these transfers against payment involve so-called
repurchase agreements ("repos").
43
ing DI against payment. Federal Reserve Bank of New York Operating Circular 21A,
para. 7. Although such transfers are final, it necessarily follows that the recipient could
simply reverse the transaction by sending the securities back to the transferor against
payment. Fedwire also accommodates so-called "free transfers" not made against pay-
ment, as well as "funds only" transfers not involving securities. See STIGUM, TRADE,
supra note 28, at 105-08.
41 The dollar amounts involved are staggering. In 1988 the average daily peak
overdrafts (based on two week averages) with the Fed attributable to receipt of book-
entry securities against payment, for all DIs, were almost $60 billion. BOARD OF Gov-
ERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PAYMENTS
SYSTEM POLICY COMMITTEE 18, 35 (1989) [hereinafter POLICY COMMITTEE REcOM-
MENDATIONS]. Presumably, most of these overdrafts were incurred by the most active
clearing banks. See RESERVE CITY BANKERS REPORT, supra note 27, at 20-21 (esti-
mating that more than 75% of average daily book-entry overdrafts were attributable to
the five largest clearing banks). Officials in the Federal Reserve System have expressed
much concern about the amount of these (as well as non-book-entry securities related)
daylight overdrafts. See Modifications to the Payments System Risk Reduction Pro-
gram; Book-Entry Securities Transfers, Docket No. R-0669, 55 Fed. Reg. 22,087
(1990) (effective Jan. 10, 1991) (adopting proposal that DI's funds and book-entry
overdrafts be combined for purposes of compliance with net debit cap, adopting modi-
fied proposal for collateralization of certain overdrafts, and adopting procedures for
collateralization. See also BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,
A STRATEGIC PLAN FOR MANAGING RISK IN THE PAYMENTS SYSTEM, REPORT OF
THE LARGE-DOLLAR PAYMENTS SYSTEM ADVISORY GROUP TO THE PAYMENTS SYS-
TEM POLICY COMMITTEE OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM (Aug. 1988); BOARD
OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, CONTROLLING RISK IN THE
PAYMENTS SYSTEM, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON CONTROLLING PAYMENTS
SYSTEM RISK TO THE PAYMENTS SYSTEM POLICY COMMITTEE OF THE FEDERAL RE-
SERVE SYSTEM 9 (Aug. 1988) [hereinafter PAYMENTS TASK FORCE REPORT].
42 Clearing banks normally obtain a security interest in all securities in a dealer-
customer's "clearing account"-i.e., securities not allocated to an account maintained
with the clearing bank for fully paid-for securities of the dealer's customers. See
STIGUM, TRADE, supra note 28, at 177-79.
"I Repos are an important means for dealers to obtain overnight financing neces-
sary to cover daylight overdrafts. See STIGUM, THE REPO AND REVERSE MARKETS 25-
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b. Netting and GSCC
In part motivated by the Fed's concerns about huge daylight over-
drafts, the Government Securities Clearing Corporation (GSCC)44 has
developed a system to introduce the benefits of "multilateral netting"
among principal government securities market participants.45 Trade
data of members participating in the GSCC netting system is compared
and netted for each trade date, resulting in each member having a net
long position (the member is entitled to receive securities from GSCC)
or net short position (the member is obligated to transfer securities to
GSOC) in each securities issue in which it has traded. Securities are
transferred against payment over Fedwire by a participating member to
GSCC and instantaneously retransferred to another member against
payment over Fedwire, in each case using the services of GSCC's clear-
ing banks. By reducing the aggregate volume of transfers against pay-
ment over Fedwire, this netting scheme reduces daylight overdrafts.
26, 57 (1989). In a repo, a seller of a security (a funds borrower) transfers the security
to a buyer (a funds lender) under an arrangement whereby the securities seller agrees
to repurchase the security on a specified date (often the next day) at a specified price,
and the securities buyer agrees to resell the security back to the seller. From the per-
spective of the buyer, the transaction is a reverse repurchase agreement (reverse repo).
Repos serve the function of secured borrowings and loans, although they are denomi-
nated as sales and resales. The economics of the transaction are such that when the
seller (funds borrower) pays the repurchase price (i.e. repays the loan), the buyer
(funds lender) receives a profit (a return on the money loaned). Id. at 5-7. The legal
characterization of repos under United States law-as true sales and resales or as dis-
guised secured loans-is not clear. See Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, at
n. 122. In Japan there is also a market for financing bonds through repurchase agree-
ments, called gensaki. See JAPAN SECURITIES RESEARCH INSTITUTE, SECURITIES
MARKEgr IN JAPAN 1990 99-101, 149, 187 (1990) [hereinafter SECURITIES MARKET
1990]. However, because a transfer tax applies to gensaki, financing costs are higher
and in a very short term financing (i.e., overnight) these costs could be prohibitive. See
id. at 100.
'" GSCC originally was formed as a subsidiary of National Securities Clearing
Corporation (NSCC) and now is owned primarily by its participants. See J. Ingber,
Overview of the Government Securities Clearing Corporation 4 (January 1991) (un-
published manuscript). Operating in tandem with The Depository Trust Company
(DTC), the world's largest securities depository, NSCC is the principal clearing agency
for corporate securities in the United States. See generally infra note 130 and accompa-
nying text.
4' In 1988 GSCC began operation of automated comparisons of government se-
curities trades and in 1989 it began implementation of a netting scheme. See Self-Regu-
latory Organizations; Order Approving Proposed Rule Changes by the Government
Securities Clearing Corporation Regarding its Proposed Netting System, Exchange Act
Release No. 27,006, 54 Fed. Reg. 29,798 (July 14, 1989); NATIONAL SECURITIES
CLEARING CORPORATION, 1989 ANN. REP. 10 (1990) [hereinafter NSCC 1989
REPORT].
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2.3. Observations
The foregoing descriptions of the Japanese and United States gov-
ernment bond markets illustrate several typical features of securities
markets. For example, the process of clearance and settlement necessa-
rily involves credit risk. During the period between a trade and settle-
ment each party is at risk that the other party may default. And, when
transfers are not connected to payment, as in the JGB settlement sys-
tem, there is a risk that a party will pay and not receive a transfer or
that a party will transfer securities and not be paid. The discussion also
indicates that substantial efficiencies in the clearance and settlement
process can be achieved through the reduction of paper movement
through increased automation. Before considering, in Part 4, various
alternatives for further improvements in each of these markets, Part 3
explores some of the issues arising out of the role of financial in-
termediaries in the transfer and pledge of interests in securities.
3. TRANSFER AND PLEDGE OF INTERESTS IN FUNGIBLE BULKS OF
SECURITIES CONTROLLED BY INTERMEDIARIES: INTERMEDIARY
RISK, INVESTOR AND CREDITOR PROTECTION, PRIORITIES AND
CONFLICTING CLAIMS
A persistent feature of many securities markets is the propensity
for investors to allow professional intermediaries, such as securities
firms and banks, to control securities that the investors claim to own
beneficially. Even for many individual and less active investors, the
convenience of maintaining an account with a securities firm is impor-
tant. Depending on the market, the structure for clearance and settle-
ment, and the nature of the market participant, however, this propen-
sity may reflect more than mere convenience - it may be essential.4
In these intermediary arrangements, the securities tend to be con-
trolled by the intermediaries in a "fungible bulk." The intermediary
itself may be a "customer" of an upstream intermediary, such as an-
other securities firm or securities depository, or it may hold physical
securities in "street name."'4 7 Indeed, if the securities were not a part of
4 For example, because non-DI dealers in United States government securities
lack access to the Fedwire, they must use a depository institution intermediary for ac-
cess. See supra text accompanying notes 37-40. Similarly, active investors in other mar-
kets may not have access to depositories or other clearing and settlement systems in
which only securities firms and banks are eligible to participate. Still other investors,
and even some securities firms, do not wish to create an internal "back office" to ad-
minister the clearing and settling of trades; they seek another securities firm or custo-
dian to serve this purpose.
47 "Street name" refers to the practice whereby securities intermediaries hold se-
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a fungible bulk, much of the convenience of intermediary control would
evaporate.
When an intermediary becomes insolvent and the securities that it
controls are not sufficient to cover all of the claims of its customers and
creditors, various priority disputes among competing claimants to a fi-
nite pool of securities may arise. In some fashion, the applicable legal
regime must sort out these conflicting claims and distribute the assets of
the firm to some or all of the claimants. How the law deals with this
situation can affect the efficiency of the market involved. For example,
if, under applicable law, a customer of the intermediary is likely not to
have its claim to securities satisfied in full, customers would be less
likely to choose a weak intermediary to act for them. And, if in-
termediaries were generally perceived to be weak, customers generally
might be reluctant to allow intermediaries to control their securities
-the efficiencies of the intermediary phenomenon, and the market,
could suffer. In the case of a risk averse secured lender (or repo or
gensaki participant), even the mild uncertainty of its entitlement to a
first priority claim would cause those parties to abstain from the trans-
action or, more likely, require that another more satisfactory intermedi-
ary be selected to control the securities.
Consider the following example:4"
EXAMPLE 1
Certain investors (C-1, C-2, C-3, and C-4) buy and sell securities
through a securities firm intermediary, 1-1. (I-1 might be a local or
regional securities firm.) Because these customers are active traders,
they allow I-1 to control their securities in order to facilitate rapid re-
sale and secured margin credit extended to them by I-1 from time to
time. I-1 has many other customers (C-5 to C-5000).
I-1 does not physically possess, nor is it the registered owner of,
any of the securities it controls for its customers. Rather, I-1 maintains
a securities account with (i.e., is itself a customer of) another securities
firm intermediary, 1-2. (1-2 might be a national securities firm or a
larger regional securities firm.) 1-2 also does not possess, and is not the
registered owner of, any of the securities it controls for I-1 (or for any
of I-2's other customers). Instead, 1-2 maintains a securities account
curities (including customer securities) registered to them in their own names or the
names of their nominees.
48 The example is necessarily complex but not unrealistic in the United States
securities markets. Tiers of intermediaries in Japan are not likely to occur as fre-
quently as in the United States and are likely to involve fewer intermediaries. The
consideration of transfer and pledge in Beyond Negotiability centered around an essen-
tially identical example. See Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, at 307-10.
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with yet another intermediary, 1-3. (1-3 might be a clearing corporation
depository or a national securities firm.) On the books of the various
securities issuers 1-3 is the registered owner of, and (in the case of cer-
tificated securities) is in physical possession of, all securities that 1-3
controls for its customers. (Alternatively, if 1-3 is a national securities
firm, possession and registered ownership of the securities might be
lodged with another intermediary, 1-4, a clearing corporation
depository.)
In order to finance its operations, I-1 obtains a loan from a bank
lender, L. Collateral for this loan consists of securities issued by A Co.
I-1 "pledges" these A Co. securities to L by causing 1-2 to debit I-'s
securities account and credit- L's securities account on 1-2's books.
Needing additional credit, - obtains another secured loan, this
time from 1-2, and pledges securities issued by B Co. by instructing 1-2
to debit I-I's securities account and to credit a special pledge account in
I-l's name on the books of 1-2.
-i becomes insolvent. C-1 (whose claims otherwise would not be
satisfied) claims the A Co. securities and the B Co. securities that are
pledged to L and 1-2, respectively. L and 1-2, of course, also claim these
securities as secured creditors. The shortfalls in A Co. and B Co. secur-
ities (and the other shortfalls mentioned below) may have resulted from
I-'s misbehavior or inadvertence.
C-2 and C-3 each claim securities issued by C Co. The C Co.
securities credited to - in its account with 1-2 are of a quantity that is
sufficient to satisfy either C-2's claim or C-3's claim, but the quantity is
insufficient to satisfy both of their claims.
C-4 claims securities issued by D Co. - controls D Co. securities
in its account with 1-2 in the exact quantity necessary to satisfy fully C-
4's claim.
I-l's other customers (C-5 to C-5000) claim securities of issues not
claimed by C-1, C-2, C-3, or C-4. However, these customer claims re-
flect a similar pattern. In some cases - controls sufficient securities to
cover customer claims to securities of the issue involved. In other cases
there is a shortfall.
The following diagram illustrates the relationships involved in Exam-
ple 1:
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DIAGRAM 1
Example 1 illustrates two kinds of competing claims. The first
class consists of claims against the insolvent intermediary by customers
,and creditors (here, C-1, C-2, and C-3) that share a common interme-
diary, the failed firm (here, I-1), and who assert their claims as a result
of the agreement of that intermediary, reflected by book-entries on its
books or otherwise, to control securities for the customers and creditors.
These customers and creditors will be referred to as claiming on the
"same tier." The competing claims of C-1 and L and C-1 and 1-2 ex-
emplify the second kind of competing claims - "different-tier" claims.
Although C-1 claims the same securities claimed by L and 1-2, respec-
tively, and the claims of all three parties arose from transactions with I-
1, the failed firm, 1-2 and L do not claim through I-1. Example 1
provides the context for the following discussions of same-tier and dif-
ferent-tier claims under United States and Japanese law.49
There are means of addressing intermediary risk other than rules
that sort out the property claims. One is to employ prophylactic regula-
tory and supervisory controls that make it unlikely that there will be
insufficient securities on hand if an intermediary fails and likely that
"' The discussion of United States law in the remainder of this part draws heavily
on Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, at 330-79.
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any shortfall that does occur will not be material. 50 But once an inter-
mediary insolvency is hypothesized, it is likely that something has gone
wrong (especially if the intermediary is a securities firm that trades for
its own account). 51 Protection for customers (analogous to deposit in-
surance) provided by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation
(SIPO) pursuant to the Securities Investor Protection Act (SIPA)5 2 ad-
dresses the problem in the United States for eligible customers of regis-
tered broker-dealers.5"
Another approach to intermediary risk is to ensure that in-
termediaries do not fail. Certainly this has been the result, as an empir-
ical matter, in Japan." Direct regulation and supervision of in-
termediaries, such as banks and securities firms, is directed to this end.
Obviously, that approach is not a complete response to the problem in
50 Securities firms in the United States are subject to rules of the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) dealing with the control and, in some cases, "segrega-
tion" of customer securities. See SEC Rule 15c3-3, 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-3 (1990).
Banks in the United States are subject to less elaborate rules, but nevertheless are ex-
pected to maintain sufficient securities to cover all customer claims. See Mooney, Be-
yond Negotiability, supra note 2, at 327 n.62. Securities firms and banks operating in
Japan also are expected to maintain sufficient securities to cover customer claims. See
Securities and Exchange Law, Law No. 25 of 1948, art. 51 (A securities firm must
obtain its customer's written consent before pledging the customer's securities, and a
pledge of its customer's securities may not secure an amount that exceeds the debt owed
by the customer); Ministry of Finance Ordinance, November 5, 1965, General Stan-
dards on the Soundness of Securities Firms and Related Matters, § 2(4) (monies depos-
ited shall be held separate from other assets), § 2(5) (securities deposited shall be in an
adequate quantity and be held securely and in a safe location). In response to these
regulations, the Securities Industry Association of Japan has promulgated, as a part of
its rules on fair trading practices, detailed self-regulatory rules on the reception of de-
posited securities.
51 Shortfalls in customer securities have been the norm in cases of securities firm
insolvencies in the United States, but shortfalls have been rare or nonexistent in the
case of bank insolvencies. There were no customer losses involved following the 1989
bankruptcy filing by the parent corporation of Drexel, Burnham, Lambert, Inc. The
most serious shortfalls, involving massive customer losses, have arisen as a result of the
insolvencies of several then-unregulated government securities dealers. See generally
Mooney, Beyond Negotiability,.supra note 2, at n.65.
52 Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78aaa-78111 (1988).
53 When SIPA applies, customers are entitled to advances from the SIPC fund of
up to $500,000, but advances on account of claims for cash are limited to $100,000.
Many securities firms in the United States provide additional privately issued insurance
covering customer claims, often in the amount of $2,500,000 and sometimes as high as
$10,000,000.
" There have been very few examples of financially distressed securities firms or
banks in Japan during the post-war era. In 1961 Shimane Securities Co. became sub-
ject to a bankruptcy proceeding. In 1967 and 1968 two securities firms -Yamaichi and
Oi - were rescued through emergency lending by the BOJ. A small, local securities
firm located in Kyoto, Takagi-Tei Securities Co., failed in 1980. No banks have been
liquidated in a bankruptcy proceeding, but the financial distress of Taiko Sogo Bank,
in 1977, and Heiwa Sogo Bank, in 1986-87, resulted in BOJ supervision and lending,
in the former case, and a- merger, in the latter case.
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the United States, where intermediaries do fail. There is evidence that
the risks of financial institution failure are receiving serious attention in
Japan, as well.55
The following discussion deals primarily with property law and
insolvency law principles. But the evaluation of these principles must
take into account the special nature of regulated, supervised financial
intermediaries.
3.1. Competing Claims and Priorities on the Same Tier
United States and Japanese law each provide a property law con-
struct that enables a purchaser of securities, such as C-2 or C-3 in
Example 1, from or through an intermediary, such as I-1, to acquire a
property interest in the securities. A property interest can be acquired
without an actual physical delivery to, or registration in the name of,
the purchaser, even though the securities are a part of a fungible bulk
controlled by the intermediary.58 The following discussion suggests that
both legal regimes harbor substantial complexity in their application
and interpretation and some substantive rules of questionable wisdom.
The discussions of same-tier claims (this part) and of different-tier
claims (infra Part 3.2.) under Japanese property and bankruptcy law
apply only to certificated securities. They do not apply to uncertificated
JGBs in the registration system. Unlike certificated securities (treated
51 In the ongoing process of reforming the Japanese financial system the risks
involved in various activities of financial institutions are being taken seriously. See
Shoken Torihiki Shingikai Kihon Mondai Kenkyukai Daini-Bukai Hokoku (Report of
the Second Subcommittee of the Committee on Basic Issues of the Securities Transac-
tions Council) 10-11 (June 15, 1990) (discussing the need to prevent market distur-
bances that could result from failure of financial intermediaries and the need to ensure
financial strength of intermediaries); Kinfu Seido Chosakai (Financial System Re-
search Council), Atarashii Kinys Seido Ni Tuite (Report on Modernizing the Finan-
cial System) 13, 17-18 (June 25, 1991) (discussing the increasing importance of risk
management for banks and the need to address risks involved in expanding the scope of
permissible bank activities). See also Shoken Torihiki Shingikai (Securities Transac-
tions Council), Shoken Torihiki Ni Kakaru Kihonteki Seido No Arikata Ne Tuite
(Recommendations on the Basic Framework for Securities Transactions) 23-25 (June
19, 1991).
51 In the United States transfer and pledge of interests in securities (other than
those subject to federal regulations such as the Book-Entry Treasury Regulations) are
governed by Article 8 of the Uniform Commercial Code, which in some version has
been adopted in all of the states. Uniform Commercial Code (12th ed. West 1990)
[hereinafter U.C.C.]. See U.C.C. § 8-313(1)(d)(ii) & (iii); MINPb (Civil Code), Law
No. 89 of 1896 and Law No. 9 of 1898 [hereinafter MINP6], arts. 86(2), 86(3), 176,
178, 181-84, 244-45, 344, 352; see also Book-Entry Treasury Regulations, 31 C.F.R. §
306.118 (1990). The following discussion of United States law focuses primarily on
U.C.C. Article 8. Except as otherwise noted, the discussion also generally applies to
transactions in United States book-entry Treasury securities governed by the Book-
Entry Treasury Regulations.
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as movables57 ), uncertificated JGBs in the registration system are
claims against the Japanese government that can be assigned only by
transfers effected on the registration system books of the BOJ.58
3.1.1. Time When Transfers Are Effective
The time when a transfer of a property interest in securities be-
comes effective can be important. 59 U.C.C. Article 8 conditions effec-
tiveness of a transfer upon an objective communication by the interme-
diary to the purchaser concerning the transfer.60 It is not clear whether
the Japanese Civil Code (MINPO) imposes a similar requirement for a
transfer and delivery of movables (including securities).6" Although the
57 See infra note 61 and accompanying text."B As a general matter, for an assignment of a claim to be effective against an
obligor or a third person, the obligor must consent to the assignment or the obligor
must be given notice of the assignment. MINPO art. 467(1). The notice or consent must
be in writing in order to be effective against third parties other than the obligor.
MNspo art. 467(2). But the Law on Government Bonds, not MINPo art. 467, applies
to registered JGBs. Under the Law on Government Bonds, a claim to registered JGBs
must be registered in order to be effective. Law on Government Bonds art. 3. Conse-
quently, if a customer of a financial intermediary claims beneficial ownership of JGBs
that are registered in the name of the financial intermediary, for purposes of Japanese
property and bankruptcy law the customer has only an unsecured claim against the
intermediary, not a property interest in the registered JGBs. Inasmuch as JGBs in the
BOJ book-entry system are deemed to be certificated, however, arguably they would be
treated as movables instead of uncertificated claims.
" Whether a transfer of a property interest in securities that is good against third
persons (which normally requires a delivery) has occurred prior to the time an interme-
diary becomes a bankrupt will determine whether the property interest of a customer of
the intermediary will be honored under Japanese law. See infra notes 100-01. In the
United States the enforceability of a security interest of a secured creditor of a securities
firm, who allows the firm to control the securities collateral, will turn on whether an
effective transfer occurs prior to the filing date of an insolvency proceeding. See infra
notes 105-06 and accompanying text. The time of transfer also will affect priorities
among different-tier claimants in some circumstances. See infra note 110 and accompa-
nying text.
a' U.C.C. § 8-313(1)(d) provides that a transfer occurs "at the time a financial
intermediary ... sends [a] confirmation" to the purchaser "and also by book entry or
otherwise identifies" the securities "as belonging to the purchaser." Id. (emphasis
added).
" The certificated securities under discussion are, except for stock certificates,
usually issued in bearer form. Certificated securities that are "obligations payable to
bearer" are movables. MINPO art. 86(3). Transfers of these securities are governed by a
set of rules applicable to movables generally. Interests in movables normally can be
transferred by the mere agreement of the parties. See MINPO art. 176 ("The creation
and transfer of real rights take effect by a mere declaration of intention by the par-
ties."). Such a transfer is not effective against third persons "until the moveable has
been delivered." MlNPo art. 178. However, if these securities are classified as valuable
instruments (yuka-shoken), both agreement and delivery are necessary to effectuate a
transfer-even as between the parties. Bearer JGBs and corporate bonds are examples
of yuka-shoken. For this conception ofyuka-shoken see SHOHO (Commercial Code),
Law No. 48 of 1899 [hereinafter SHOHO] art. 519. Although stock certificates usually
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point is arguable, it is doubtful that it does.62 There are strong argu-
ments in favor of abandoning such requirements and substituting a
more flexible requirement that the intermediary need only objectively
indicate that a transfer has occurred. Under that standard, either en-
tries in the books of an intermediary6" or a communication to another
person that a transfer has occurred, 6' whichever came first, could result
are issued in registered, not bearer, form, nevertheless both agreement and delivery are
necessary (and sufficient) to transfer stock certificates. See SHOHO art. 205(l) (delivery
necessary for transferring stock certificates). It follows that stock certificates and yuka-
shoken are transferred by the same methods. Note that a delivery of the stock certifi-
cates also is necessary for an effective pledge of corporate shares and, therefore, stock
certificates and yuka-shoken also are pledged by the same method. SHObHO art. 207(1).
Thus, in addition to the concept of yuka-shoken in SHOHO art. 519, it is customary in
Japanese legal literature to include stock certificates in the expanded usage of the term
yuka-shoken. See generally infra notes 79-80 (discussing pledge of movables and, there-
fore, yuka-shoken). MINPO arts. 182-84 provide four methods of delivery. For a.discus-
sion of the transfer of ownership under the MiNPo, see 4 DOING BusINESS IN JAPAN,
pt. IV, §§ 1.01-1.08, 2.01-2.03, 3.01-3.08 (Z. Kitagawa ed. 1990) [hereinafter DOING
BusINEss]. Where securities are possessed through a representative, delivery will be
made under MINPb art. 183 "[w]hen the representative has declared his intention that.
. [the securities] shall thereafter be held on behalf of" the transferee. When an inter-
mediary is transferring to its customer securities held by the intermediary in its inven-
tory, delivery will be made pursuant to art. 183 if the intermediary has agreed to hold
the securities thereafter for the customer. If the intermediary is acting as a broker or
commercial agent (toiya), it acquires rights in its own name. See SHOHO art. 552.
Then, in cases where the intermediary has agreed to hold the securities for its customer,
it transfers rights to its customer pursuant to MNPo art 183.
2 Would internal book entries made by an intermediary constitute an adequate
declaration of intention for the purpose of MNPo article 183? Article 183 could be
interpreted so as to require some communication by the representative (intermediary) to
a person other than itself; in that case, an intermediary's internal act such as marking
its books and records would not suffice. The better view, however, is that an intermedi-
ary's objective manifestation, such as a book-entry, even if not communicated to anyone
else, would be a sufficient declaration. Whether a representative sells securities to its
customer or buys (as toiya) securities for its customer, the declaration would be
implicit.
63 Book entries alone, without confirmations or other communications, are suffi-
cient to constitute a transfer when the intermediary is a clearing corporation. U.C.C.
§§ 8-313(1)(g), 320(1). Pursuant to the Law Concerning Deposit and Transfer of
Stock Certificates and Similar Certificates, Law No. 30 of 1984 [hereinafter Securities
Depository Act], book entries on the books of the Japan Securities Depository Center
(JASDEC) alone will be adequate to effect deliveries of certificates, and entries on the
books of JASDEC participants also will be adequate to effect such deliveries. Securities
Depository Act, art. 27(2). See generally SEcuRrriEs MARKET 1990, supra note 43, at
131-35; infra note 135. Similarly, the Proposed TRADES Regulations also would pro-
vide that an intermediary's book entries alone would be sufficient to effect a transfer,
without the necessity of a confirmation. See Proposed TRADES Regulations, supra
note 32, § 357.12(a)(3).
" The "confirmations" normally sent by intermediaries to customers and contra-
parties in the equity markets would not, however, meet this test. They normally only
confirm trade data, pending settlement, and do not confirm that a purchase or transfer
actually has been consummated. But if an intermediary actually acknowledges that a
transfer has occurred, perhaps its failure to mark its books ought not to prevent the
transfer from being effective. Clearly, such an acknowledgement would satisfy MINPb
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in an effective transfer. So long as there exists tangible evidence of the
intention to transfer, the intentions of the parties should be honored as
against third persons.
3.1.2. Transfer of Non-Existent or Insufficient Quantity of
Securities
Assume that I-1 took all steps necessary for a transfer of an inter-
est in a fungible bulk of C Co. securities to C-2 or C-3 except that at
the times of the putative transfers 1-1 itself did not own or control any
C Co. securities. As a general matter, under both U.C.C. Article 8 and
the MINPb, there could be no effective transfer. 65 That result is consis-
tent with traditional property law concepts in the United States and
Japan (one cannot transfer what one does not own and one cannot de-
liver something that one does not possess)."' Now assume that I-1, at
the time of the putative transfer to C-3, owned some C Co. securities
(comprising a fungible bulk) sufficient to cover the earlier-in-time
claim of C-2 or the putative claim of C-3 but not a sufficient quantity
to cover both C-2's claim and C-3's putative claim. Would the putative
transfer to C-3 be effective? It is possible that a transfer would occur
under U.C.C. Article 8. C-2 and C-3 each would own "a proportionate
property interest in the fungible bulk."67 Yet a court might conclude
that C-3 did not receive a transfer of a property interest under U.C.C.
Article 8. In the absence of outright fraud, it might be shown convinc-
article 183. The acknowledgement method of transfer was eliminated from U.G.C. Ar-
ticle 8 in the 1978 version, except when the person in control of securities is not a
financial intermediary. See U.C.C. §§ 8-313(1)(e), (1)(f). It also is not a specified
means of transfer in the Proposed TRADES Regulations. See Proposed TRADES
Regulations, supra note 32, § 357.12(a).
65 U.C.C. § 8-313(1)(d)(ii) and (iii) speak to the transfer of "a quantity of securi-
ties that constitute or are a part of a fungible bulk" of securities that are in the inter-
mediary's possession, or (if uncertificated) registered in its name, or shown on its ac-
count with another intermediary. § 8-313(1)(d)(ii), (iii). MINPO article 183, similarly,
addresses only property possessed by a representative either directly (i.e., by actual
physical possession) or indirectly (i.e., through a representative). MINPO art. 183. If I-
1 does not have direct or indirect possession of the securities, I-1 has no possession to
part with and to transfer to C-2 or C-3. The Proposed TRADES Regulations are to
the same effect but even more to the point. Proposed TRADES Regulations §
357.12(c) (transfer by book entry on the books of an intermediary is effective only if the
securities are all or a part of the same issue of securities that are maintained in the
intermediary's account with a Federal Reserve Bank or with another intermediary).
6 Possession, in this context, includes possession through a representative. Excep-
tions to these principles work in favor of certain good faith purchasers. See infra notes
73, 117.
67 U.C.C. § 8-313(2) (second sentence) ("If a security ... is a part of a fungible
bulk, as in the circumstances specified in paragraphs (d)(ii) and (d)(iii) of subsection
(1), the purchaser is the owner of a proportionate property interest in the fungible
bulk.").
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ingly that the honest - had no intention or desire to transfer securities
it did not own or to dilute the interest of C-2. 5s
Japanese law provides a similar proportionate property interest
formulation,69 but under the facts of Example 1 and assuming insuffi-
cient C Co. securities at the time of the putative transfer to C-3, C-2
and C-3 would not share a proportionate property interest in the fungi-
ble bulk. It is clear under Japanese law that I-1 could not have deliv-
ered the C Co. securities to C-3 unless I-1 itself had possession of the C
Co. securities to be delivered.7 0 Because, in Example 1, 1-1 continues to
possess the securities (albeit as C-2's representative71) that previously
were delivered to C-2, I- could deliver the C Co. securities to C-3
pursuant to MINPb article 183.72 But even if such a delivery were
made, this delivery to C-3 would be insufficient to give C-3 the status
of a good faith purchaser that would take free of C-2's interest.73 Inas-
much as C-3 cannot achieve the benefits of bona fide purchaser treat-
" The shortfall could result from a mistake or an unexpected development, such
as a failed trade or the failure of a secured lender to release the securities held as
collateral. A court might refuse to award C-3 with a property right in securities already
on hand, to the detriment of existing customers, such as C-2, when that was not I-1's
intention. This approach could yield bizarre results. The entire transfer could be nulli-
fied even though the securities on hand were only one dollar or one hundred yen short.
69 See MINPO arts. 244-45 (when movables are "mixed together so as to be no
longer distinguishable from each other", then "the owners of the ... [mixed property]
shall own the ... [mixed property] jointly in proportion to the value of the [property]
at the time" it was mixed together). Application of this principle requires proof that
property actually has been mixed together. Although the MINPO does not address that
point clearly, the Securities Depository Act specifically provides for the creation of a
fungible bulk and joint ownership by the JASDEC participants and their customers.
See Securities Depository Act, arts. 16(4), 23, 24.
70 See supra text accompanying note 66. If, for example, an intermediary acts as a
broker to purchase securities in the market for its customer, and the securities are never
delivered to the intermediary, the intermediary does not receive possession and, there-
fore, cannot deliver the securities to its customer. (This assumes, of course, that the
intermediary does not possess other securities of the same issue that could be delivered
to the customer.)
71 Having delivered the C Co. securities to C-2 pursuant to MINPO art. 183, 1-1
continues to hold the securities as C-2's representative.
7' For C-3 to receive a delivery, it would be necessary for I-1 to declare to C-2
that I-1 intended to hold on behalf of C-3 instead of C-2. See M1Npb arts. 183, 204(1)
(possession held through representative is lost if representative declares to principal an
intention to hold on behalf of a third person). Such a declaration would be implicit
from I-l's delivery to C-3 and, although wrongful as to C-2, could occur through
inadvertence.
" In general, a purchaser can take securities free of pre-existing adverse claims,
such as the interest of C-2, if the purchaser receives possession of the securities and is
not acting in bad faith or with gross negligence. Law on Cheques, Law No. 57 of 1933,
art. 21; SHbHZ arts. 229, 519 (Article 21 of the Law on Cheques applies to "share
certificates" and "valuable instruments."). However, a delivery pursuant to MINPb art.
183 does not satisfy the "receiving possession" requirement of art. 21 of the Law on
Cheques.
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ment and C-2 continues to own a proportionate property interest in C
Co. securities,7 4 it follows that C-2's interest in the C Co. securities is
senior to the putative interest of C-3.
It seems unwise to treat a putative transferee like C-3, who has
paid its intermediary for securities, as an unsecured creditor. 5 C-3 has
cast its lot with 1-1, as has C-2, the pre-existing customer. They have
common interests, have behaved similarly, have taken the same risks,
and are victims of a common disaster-I-l's failure. That C-2 and C-3
might be victims of a shortfall is largely fortuitous. As a practical mat-
ter, none of I-l's customers would have any way to ascertain, either at
the time of transfer or thereafter, that I-1 actually owned a fungible
bulk sufficient to satisfy their claims. They must rely on tle ultimate
financial strength and integrity of their intermediary and on regulations
and supervision designed to prevent such shortfalls."
71 Were C-2 the only claimant to a quantity of C Co. securities controlled by I-1,
C-2's "proportion" of the fungible bulk might be 100 percent.
71 Presumably C-3 would have paid for the C Co. securities and would be entitled
to a claim for the money paid or a damage claim. If no payment had been made, then
the harshness of the "no transfer" result essentially would be eliminated. Because C-3
was not a good faith purchaser that purchased the securities free of C-2's interest, C-2,
not C-3, could redeem the securities in I-l's bankruptcy proceeding under Japanese
law. See Judgment of July 11, 1968, Saikosai (Supreme Court), 22 Minshu 1462 (cus-
tomer of securities firm in possession of stock certificates purchased for and specifically
identified for customer who had paid for securities could redeem certificates in securi-
ties firm's bankruptcy proceeding, even though the necessary formalities for transfer-
ring the certificates had not been followed). Under the facts of that case the customer,
in effect, was able to prove its beneficial ownership and the court reached an equitable
result. As discussed below, in the case of an insolvency proceeding of the intermediary
in the United States, the putative transferee that had paid for the securities would
receive additional protection notwithstanding the absence of a transfer under otherwise
applicable state or federal law. See infra Part 3.1.4. Note that in Japan there is no
statutory scheme comparable to SIPA for the protection of smaller customer claims.
76 A critique of the disparate treatment afforded to similarly situated claimants
under the U.C.C. Article 8 property law construct is developed in Mooney, Beyond
Negotiability, supra note 2, at 333-38, 349-51. There are other instances of potentially
disparate treatment that are not discussed here. For example, if I-1 controlled securities
through several upper-tier intermediaries (i.e., 1-2, 1-2', 1-2", etc.) and also had physi-
cal possession of some securities, and if each account and the physically possessed secur-
ities were viewed as a separate fungible bulk, I-1 could identify customer claims to
specific fungible bulks. Arguably, customers claiming the same securities issue would
receive disparate treatment if some of the fungible bulks were sufficient and others had
shortfalls. But see Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra, at 335-36 (rejecting that anal-
ysis as inconsistent with market regulation and practice and arguing that the fungible
bulks should be treated as one). Under Japanese law it is possible for there to occur a
gap between the time that a customer surrenders its securities to an intermediary and
the time that those securities actually become a part of a fungible bulk. A customer who
surrenders certificates that have not yet been delivered to an upper-tier depository may
not have an interest in the fungible bulk at the depository or in a fungible bulk of
securities physically possessed by the intermediary. Unless the customer's actual certifi-
cates could be traced and located, the customer might be left with only an unsecured
claim. A contract among all customers and the intermediary whereby all customers
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3.1.3. Intermediary as Pledgor
An intermediary may wish to transfer an interest in securities to a
lender as collateral for a loan (or to a transferee in a repo/gensaki
transaction). A transfer of an interest in a fungible bulk of securities
pursuant to U.C.C. section 8-313(1)(d)(ii) or (iii) can create a per-
fected security interest in favor of a transferee secured party
(pledgee).7 Such a transfer should be effective to create and perfect a
security interest in the United States even if the intermediary who con-
trols the securities is itself the debtor-transferor, but that conclusion is
not free of doubt. 8 A pledge of an interest in a fungible bulk of securi-
would share a proportionate interest in all fungible bulks could solve the problem.
Moreover, this problem now is addressed by the Securities Depository Act. See Securi-
ties Depository Act, arts. 16(4) (when an entry is made by a depository participant on
its customer books, the securities reflected by the entry are deemed to be deposited with
the depository (JASDEC) at the time the entry is made), 24 (customer is presumed to
have proportionate property interest in deposited securities in accordance with entry on
customer account book maintained by intermediary), 27 (person named on customer
account book and participant account book (maintained by depository) deemed to be
possessor of the quantities of securities described for that person's account).
7 See Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, at 340-42. The methods of
transfer specified in U.C.C. § 8-313(1) apply to the "[t]ransfer of a security or a lim-
ited interest (including a security interest) therein. . . ... U.C.C. § 8-313(1). A security
interest in a security is enforceable only if it has been transferred to the secured party
(or its designee) pursuant to U.C.C. § 8-313(1). U.C.C. § 8-321(1). If the transfer is
made "pursuant to agreement by a transferor who has rights in the security to a trans-
feree who has given value", it is a "perfected security interest." U.C.C. § 8-321(2).
Certain subsections of U.C.C. § 8-313(1) apply only to the transfer of a security inter-
est. U.C.C. § 8-313(1)(h) (time of written notice by secured party, after debtor has
signed a security agreement describing collateral, given to debtor's financial intermedi-
ary or third party in possession of, or who is registered owner or pledgee of, security),
(1)(i) (time that new value is given by secured party where debtor has signed a written
security agreement describing the collateral), (1)(j) (if secured party is financial inter-
mediary to whom security has already been transferred, time debtor signs security
agreement describing collateral and secured party gives value). Transfer pursuant to
section 8-313(1)(i) provides only temporary perfection. U.C.C. § 8-321(2) ("security
interest .. .transferred solely under paragraph (i) of Section 8-313(1) becomes un-
perfected after 21 days unless, within that time, the requirements for transfer under
any other provision of Section 8-313(1) are satisfied.")
78 In general, a debtor cannot serve as an agent or bailee of a secured party for
purposes of delivery and possession of collateral for perfection purposes. See U.C.C. §
9-305, Comment 2 ("[I]t is of course ciear, however, that the debtor or a person con-
trolled by him cannot qualify as . . .an agent for the secured party."). With certain
exceptions, a security interest in a security remains "subject to the provisions of Article
9." U.C.C. § 8-321(3). But the unambiguous language of U.C.C. § 8-321(1) and (2)
also makes it clear that (subject to the requirements of an agreement, debtor's rights in
the collateral and value) transfer of a security interest in a security under U.C.C. § 8-
313(1) is sufficient for the attachment and perfection of a security interest. U.C.C. § 8-
313(1)(d) makes no distinction between transfers of entire interests (ownership) and
limited interests (such as security interests). A financial intermediary that is a trans-
feror acts in two capacities-as transferor and as the transferee's financial intermedi-
ary. See U.C.C. § 8-313(4) (defining "financial intermediary" as a ". . . person ...
who maintains security accounts for its customers and is acting in that capacity") (em-
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ties controlled by an intermediary can also be effected under Japanese
law.79 However, a traditional "pledge" would not be effective if the
intermediary that continues to control the securities is the debtor-trans-
feror.8 o But the use of j-oto tanpo, another non-statutory, security de-
vice, would give effect to the debtor-transferor's transfer of a security
interest, notwithstanding its continued control of the securities.81
We see little reason to deny effectiveness to a security interest cre-
ated by a financial intermediary, as debtor-transferor, on its own
books.8 2 Concerns about misleading appearances and fraud, even if
phasis added). New York has amended its version of § 8-313 to provide even more
clearly that a financial intermediary can be a transferor of a security interest on its own
books. N.Y. U.C.C. §§ 8-313(1)(d), (4) (McKinney Supp. 1989).
71 "A pledge shall become effective upon the delivery to the obligee of the thing
pledged." MINPO art. 344. Thus, MINPO articles 182(2) and 184, dealing with delivery
when a representative is involved in the possession of movables, and articles 244 and
245, dealing with proportionate, joint ownership when property is mixed together,
could apply in the case of a pledge. In Example 1, when I-1 pledges securities to 1-2, I-
2 receives a delivery under MINPO art. 182(2). "Where the assignee [here, 1-2] or his
representative actually holds a thing, the assignment of the possessory right may be
effected by a mere declaration of intention by the parties [here, I-1 and 1-2]." MINPb
art. 182(2). Assuming that 1-2 could prove I-I's declaration of intention that 1-2 pos-
sesses the securities for itself as a pledgee, then 1-2 would so possess the securities
notwithstanding the title of the account. L would receive a delivery under MiNPO art.
184. "If, where a thing is possessed through a representative [here, 1-2], the principal
[here, I-1] directs the representative [1-2] to hold the thing thereafter on behalf of a
third person [here, L] and the third person [L] gives his consent thereto, such third
person [L] shall acquire the possessory right." MINPo art. 184.
'0 MINPo art. 345 ("A pledgee cannot let the pledger hold possession of the thing
pledged on his behalf."). For example, if C-1 in Example 1 were a transferee of securi-
ties as collateral for a loan made by C-1 to I-1, instead of a transferee of an ownership
interest, a delivery under MINPo art. 183 would be insufficient to create a pledge be-
cause 1-1 would remain in possession of the securities.
81 foto tanpo (translated "title transfer security") is a judicially recognized, chattel
mortgage-like security device that is effective against a debtor and its creditors, includ-
ing a trustee in bankruptcy, but generally not against good faith purchasers. See Judg-
ment of July 8, 1912, Daishin'in (Great Court of Judicature), 18 Daihan Minroku
691 (joto tanpo security device is not void as a collusive transaction under MINPO art.
94); Judgment of November 2, 1914, Daishin'in (Great Court of Judicature), 20
Daihan Minroku 865 (foto tanpo is not void as an evasion of MrNpo art. 345 prohibi-
tion against non-possessory pledges); Judgment of July 9, 1919, Daishin'in (Great
Court of Judicature), 25 Daihan Minroku 1373 (joto tanpo is not void under MINPb
art. 349 as an agreement that pledgee can satisfy its claim or dispose of property other-
wise than as provided by law); see generally 4 DOING BusINEss, supra note 61, at pt.
V, § 5.01-.05.
S" In the United States repo parties that are to receive transfers of securities com-
monly have left the securities in the control of the financial intermediary transferors.
Because of the uncertainty under United States law as to whether a repo transaction
involves a true sale and resale or a secured transaction, achieving perfection for the
security interest (if so characterized) is desireable for these parties. See supra note 43.
In Japan securities transferred to parties advancing funds in gensaki transactions also
often leave the transferor in possession and control of the securities. The appropriate
treatment of gensaki under Japanese law, either as a true sale and resale or as a se-
cured loan, also is not clear. If gensaki are treated as true sales and resales in Japan, in
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valid regarding security interests (including fito tanpo) in other con-
texts, seem unwarranted when the debtor remaining in control of the
collateral is a professional securities intermediary. Just as such in-
termediaries generally are known to be in control of customers' securi-
ties, in a world where these security interests are given effect, in-
termediaries would be known to be in control of securities subject to
security interests.83 If these security interests were not given effect, a
secured lender could insist that the securities be put in the control of
another intermediary.84 The effects of "moving" the collateral on the
customers and other creditors of the debtor intermediary are likely to be
neutral, at best, and probably detrimental. The securities would then be
subject to the senior claim of the secured party and, to the extent of the
secured debt, unavailable to the customers and other creditors. If the
securities had remained in the debtor intermediary's control, the cus-
tomers and other creditors would not have been the worse for it. More-
over, "moving" the securities results in transaction costs which may in-
crease the cost of borrowing for the intermediary.85 Invalidating these
security interests seems inefficient because it provides no perceptible
benefits and it increases the costs to all concerned.
3.1.4. Claims and Distributions in Insolvency Proceedings
In both the United States and Japan the characteristics of the
property interest obtained by a transferee of an interest in a fungible
bulk of securities controlled by an intermediary become relevant pri-
marily when the intermediary becomes subject to an insolvency pro-
ceeding or when prospective parties to a transaction or a relationship
contemplate, ex ante, such a proceeding. So long as the intermediary
the true sale phase the securities can be delivered under MIN1, art. 183 and in the
resale phase they can be delivered under art. 182(2). Actual, physical delivery is not
necessarily involved. And if gensaki are treated as joto tanpo, it likewise would not be
necessary for the transferee to take physical possession of the securities as the securities
can be delivered under art. 183.
"' Given the difficulties of anyone ascertaining the current status of securities con-
trolled by an intermediary in a fungible bulk of securities and the various claims that
exist with respect to such- securities, it is hard to see how anyone could be misled by
appearances.
" It is assumed here that the lender and its new intermediary could cut off any
existing claims to the securities by customers of the debtor intermediary and protect the
pledge in a way that it achieve priority over creditors of the debtor intermediary.
" Custody or safekeeping fees might be charged by the new intermediary and the
debtor intermediary will incur costs of handling the transaction. If United States trea-
sury securities are involved, charges will be made by the debtor intermediary's clearing
bank. In a very short term loan or repo/gensaki transaction, these costs may not offset
any savings that result from lower interest costs to take account for lessening the
lender's credit risks.
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remains viable, the intermediary's warranty and other obligations nor-
mally ensure that the transferee receives the benefits of the securities
transferred.8 6 If an intermediary cannot honor those obligations, actual
enforcement of the transferee's property rights against the intermediary
outside of an insolvency proceeding is extremely unlikely, 7 If the inter-
mediary can perform its obligations, the transferee is protected. If the
intermediary cannot perform its obligations, then a transferee normally
will recover from the intermediary only what it is entitled to receive in
the intermediary's insolvency proceeding. 8
a. Ownership Claims of Customers
If United States property law (i.e., U.C.C. Article 8) were to con-
trol in I-'s insolvency proceeding (returning to Example 1), I-'s cus-
tomers claiming any particular issue of securities would receive the
benefit of a proportionate interest in the fungible bulk of securities of
that issue controlled by I-1.89 SIPA and Chapter 7, Subchapter III, of
the Bankruptcy Code'0 impose a very different result when the inter-
mediary is a securities firm. 1 Under both SIPA and Subchapter III,
claims of investors (including the investors, of most interest here, whose
claims either exceed or are not eligible for SIPC protection) are subject
to a risk sharing distributional formula that differs from the U.C.C.
Article 8 proportionate property interest formula. Instead of sharing a
proportionate interest in the fungible bulk of securities of the issue
claimed, divided among all claimants with claims to that issue, claim-
" Intermediary and transferor warranties are discussed infra text accompanying
notes 121-24.
87 Securities intermediaries are supervised and regulated. Consequently, it is un-
likely that a customer or secured creditor could attempt judicial enforcement of undis-
puted claims (as opposed to enforcement when there is a dispute as to the claimant's
rights) before the intermediary were subjected to insolvency proceedings or replaced
with another intermediary.
11 In some cases the transferee also may have a conversion claim against a third
party. See infra note 110. Part 3.2., infra, considers some different-tier priority con-
flicts that are not resolved by distributional rules applicable in insolvency proceedings.
89 In the context of Example 1, C-2 and C-3 would share the C Co. securities pro
rata and C-4's claim to D Co. securities would be fully satisfied.
90 See Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970, 15 U.S.C.
78111(2)(1988)[hereinafter SIPA]; 11 U.S.C. §§ 101-1330 (1988) [hereinafter Bank-
ruptcy Code]; 11 U.S.C. §§ 741-52 (1988) [hereinafter Subchapter III].
" SIPA applies to SIPC members, which consist of all registered brokers or deal-
ers under the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (with certain exceptions not relevant
here). SIPA § 3(a)(2)(A). The stockbroker liquidation provisions of Subchapter III
apply only to stockbrokers, and a stockbroker cannot be a debtor under any other chap-
ter. Bankruptcy Code §§ 101(54) (defining "stockbroker"); 103(c); 109. When a pro-
ceeding is commenced under SIPA all proceedings in a case under the Bankruptcy
Code are stayed. Bankruptcy Code § 742.
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ants that qualify for "customer"92 status share ratably, according to
their respective "net equities,"9 in the entire pool of "customer prop-
erty.""' Applying this distributional rule to Example 1, the value of all
of the securities available to I-1 of the issues claimed by I-I's customers
would be shared by all of I-l's customers.
The SIPA/Subchapter III risk sharing distributional rule derived
from section 60e of the Bankruptcy Act, which was added by the Chan-
dler Act of 1938." 5 Section 60e responded to widespread dissatisfaction
with the essentially fortuitous and arbitrary results imposed on stock-
broker customers under applicable state law and the Bankruptcy Act.9"
"Customer" is defined in SIPA, in pertinent part, as:
any person (including any person with whom the debtor deals as principal
or agent) who has a claim on account of securities received, acquired, or
held by the debtor in the ordinary course of its business as a broker or
dealer from or for the securities accounts of such person for safekeeping,
with a view to sale, to cover consummated sales, pursuant to purchases, as
collateral security, or for purposes of effecting transfer. The term "cus-
tomer" includes any person who has a claim against the debtor arising out
of sales or conversions of such securities, and any person who has depos-
ited cash with the debtor for the purpose of purchasing securities...
SIPA § 16(3), 15 U.S.C. 78111(2). The Subchapter III definition of "customer" is, for
present purposes, substantially the same. Bankruptcy Code § 741(2).
93 A customer's "net equity" is essentially the value of securities or cash claimed
by the customer, as of the date the proceeding commenced, minus the claims of the
debtor intermediary against the customer (such as remaining outstanding obligations
for securities purchased on "margin"). SIPA § 16(12), 15 U.S.C. 78111(1 1); Bankruptcy
Code § 741(6). Because customer status is given to those who have advanced cash to the
debtor for the purchase of securities, a customer may have a net equity claim, and
thereby share in customer property, even though the customer has no property interest
at all under applicable state law. See SIPA § 16(3), (12); Bankruptcy Code § 741(2),
(6).
- SIPA § 8(c)(1), 15 U.S.C. 78fff-2(c)(1); Bankruptcy Code § 752(a). Under
both SIPA and Subchapter III, "customer property" includes virtually all securities
available to the estate of the type that are subject to (and to the extent of) customer
claims. SIPA § 16(4), 15 U.S.C. 78111(3),(4); Bankruptcy Code § 741(4). The principal
exception is for property that is a "customer name security." Id. A "customer name
security" is a specific security held by the intermediary that is registered, or is in the
process of registration, in the name of a customer and that is not in negotiable form.
SIPA § 16(4); Bankruptcy Code § 741(3).
' Bankruptcy Act of 1898, § 60e, Amendments (Chandler Act), Pub. L. No. 75-
696, 52 Stat. 840, 870 (1938), 11 U.S.C. § 96e (1970) (repealed 1970). SIPA and §
60e coexisted from 1970, when SIPA was enacted, until 1978 when SIPA was amended
and Subchapter III, modeled on the amended SIPA, was enacted as a part of the Bank-
ruptcy Code. Compare Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970, Pub. L. 91-598, 84
Stat. 1636 (1970) with Securities Investor Protection Act Amendments of 1978, Pub. L.
95-283, 92 Stat. 249 (1978) and The Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978, Pub. L. 95-598,
92 Stat. 2682 (1978).
"a Under earlier law a distinction was drawn between cash customers and those
who bought on margin, with the latter being treated less favorably, and customers who
could not trace their securities were given general creditor status. See Gilchrist, Stock-
brokers' Bankruptcies: Problems Created by the Chandler Act, 24 MINN. L. REV. 52,
53-57 (1939). Commenting on the (then-proposed but unenacted) Chandler Act, James
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Section 60e differed in detail from SIPA and Subchapter III, and it
failed to satisfactorily resolve certain matters of its scope and applica-
tion. But the essence of the distributional rule of section 60e - that all
customers share ratably in all customer securities - has been preserved
and refined by SIPA and Subchapter III.11 In the case of bank insol-
vencies, the applicable state law priorities (i.e., the proportional prop-
erty interest formulation applied on a securities issue by securities issue
basis) generally control. 98
In Japan, securities firms and banks are subject to the same bank-
ruptcy law applicable to other firms and individuals -the HASAN Ho
(Bankruptcy Law).99 There are no special provisions in the Hasan Ho
applicable to securities firms or banks that control securities for their
customers, in fungible bulk or otherwise. The rights of claimants to
securities turn on the existence of non-bankruptcy law property rights
that are enforceable against third persons. As in the United States,
property of others held by a bankrupt generally is awarded to the bene-
ficial owner, and is not generally available for distributions to credi-
tors.100 A securities customer of a bankrupt securities firm or bank
McLaughlin noted:
If one approaches the problem from the point of view of customers, it is
indisputable that the different degrees in which different customers trust
the broker run throdgh such a wide range that many possible distinctions
might logically be taken. At the same time it is abundantly clear that the
existing law turns upon refinements utterly unintelligible to the business
man and involves elements of chance more appropriate to a beano party
than to the administration of justice. If the problem be approached from
the point of view of ease and economy of administration, the solution of
the Chandler Bill warrants a high rating.
McLaughlin, Aspects of the Chandler Bill to Amend the Bankruptcy Act, 4 U. Cm. L.
REv. 369, 397-98 (1937). As originally enacted, SIPA made a distinction between cash
and margin customers. 15 U.S.C. § 78fff(c)(2)(A)(ii), (iii) (repealed). The 1978
amendments to SIPA, as well as Subchapter III, eliminated that distinction. SIPA §§
8(c)(1), 16(2); Bankruptcy Code § 741(2).
" For a discussion of the merits of the SIPA/Subchapter III risk sharing ap-
proach for customer claims, see Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, at 351-
364, arguing that (i) a hypothetical ex ante bargain among the customers well might
include a risk sharing arrangement similar to the SIPA and Subchapter III distribu-
tional formula because that formula furnishes customers with a higher likelihood of a
lower potential loss, (ii) the risk sharing approach makes it less likely that a customer
would sustain a severe loss, (iii) such a hypothetical "customers' bargain" would reflect
the same normative principle that underlies the basic distributional formula for un-
secured creditors in bankruptcy (pro rata sharing among claimants that are similarly
situated), and (iv) the seniority afforded to customers (as measured by customer prop-
erty) over general creditors reflects, in turn, the principle that only the debtor's prop-
erty will be available for distribution to its creditors.
" Neither SIPA nor Subchapter III apply to commercial banks. See generally
Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, at 360-61.
" HASAN Ho (Bankruptcy Law), Law No. 71 of 1922 [hereinafter Hasan Ho].
100 See HASAN Ho art. 87 ("The adjudication of bankruptcy shall not affect the
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could attempt to recover the securities it claims, but to do so it must
prove that the bankrupt possessed securities it claimed and that the se-
curities actually belonged to the customer. 101 In the absence of Japa-
nese precedents on point, it is not clear that a customer claiming securi-
ties held in a fungible bulk could make the necessary proof. If the
customer could not meet its proof requirement it would be treated as an
unsecured creditor. 102 The more likely result is that a customer claim-
ing an interest in a particular securities issue, and whose interests were
reflected by the books of the bankrupt intermediary, would be entitled
to share in the fungible bulk of securities of that issue controlled by the
intermediary.103 This conclusion assumes, of course, that the customer
actually has a property interest in the fungible bulk of securities and is
not merely an unsecured creditor. °4
b. Claims of Secured Creditors
As a general matter, a creditor of a securities firm who claims a
security interest in securities is not a "customer" under SIPA or Sub-
chapter III and is treated like secured creditors generally under the
Bankruptcy Code.1 5 Even if a secured creditor of the insolvent inter-
right to redeem from the bankrupt estate properties not belonging to the bankrupt");
Judgment of July 11, 1968, Saikosai (Supreme Court), 22 Minshu 1462; see generally
7 DOING BUSINESS, supra note 61, pt. XIV, at § 7.05[1]. Secured creditors also are
entitled to recover their collateral. Hasan Ho art. 92. See infra text accompanying
notes 107-09.
101 See supra note 100.
I02 The customer's claim could be for breach of contract. Presumably, the cus-
tomer could prove from its own records that it advanced funds to the bankrupt as the
purchase price of the securities or that it delivered securities to the bankrupt. Alterna-
tively, the customer might claim for breach of a seller's warranty. See infra text accom-
panying notes 121-24. If the intermediary had sold a customer's securities to a good
faith purchaser who cut off the customer's rights, the customer also could have a claim
based on tort.
"0I Were there a shortfall of securities in the bankrupt's possession of the issue
claimed, under MiNPb articles 244 and 245 the customer could redeem only its propor-
tionate interest in the fungible bulk of securities of that issue. And, even if the bank-
rupt's books and records reflected the customer's interest in securities of that issue, it is
possible that the customer never had an ownership interest in any securities and that its
claim would, therefore, fail. See supra text accompanying notes 65, 69-74.
104 For example, in cases where a putative transferee does not cut off earlier rights
in the fungible bulk and the fungible bulk is insufficient to cover both existing claims
and that of the putative transferee, the putative transferee may not receive any interest
in the fungible bulk. See supra text accompanying notes 65, 69-74. If the transferee
does receive a property interest, however, a subsequent shortfall in the fungible bulk
would invoke proportionate sharing.
'05 A secured party that receives physical delivery of collateral or to whom the
collateral is transferred through another, third party, intermediary, is not a "customer"
because it has no "claim on account of securities received, acquired, or held by the
debtor." SIPA § 16(3), 15 U.S.C. 78111(2); Bankruptcy Code § 741(2).
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mediary has allowed that intermediary to control the securities that
comprise the collateral, it is unlikely that the secured creditor will re-
ceive "customer" treatment. 06 Because such a secured creditor would
not be a "customer," the secured creditor would not share in the pool of
customer property.
Under Japanese law, a pledgee that has received a delivery of se-
curities collateral may enforce its rights against that collateral in the
bankruptcy of the pledgor 107 A secured creditor who has left the
debtor-intermediary in control of the securities and who is claiming
through jbto tanpo has the same rights.108 As with ownership claim-
ants, a jito tanpo claimant to an interest in a fungible bulk would
share in the fungible bulk of the particular issue claimed.10 9
c. Observations
The foregoing discussion indicates that the treatment of claimants
(as owners and as secured creditors) under Japanese law and United
States law is quite similar. It suggests that Japanese law reformers
might seriously consider adopting a risk sharing formulation for cus-
tomer claims, similar to the SIPA/Subchapter III approach. It also
suggests that clarification is in order for United States law concerning
treatment of secured creditors of securities intermediaries who leave the
106 See Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, at n. 201. But awarding the
secured creditor with the benefit of securities that otherwise would be included in the
customer property may give its security interest a priority that would not be achieved
outside of an insolvency proceeding. Subordinating the secured creditor's claim to those
of the customers also could have a distributional effect equally inconsistent with other-
wise applicable law. If the risk sharing distributional formula is normatively superior,
arguably treatment of such secured creditors as customers might produce the most de-
sirable result. Yet that approach could undermine the purpose and utility of secured
credit. And, by enlarging the aggregate amount of claims to customer property, in-
creased demands could be placed on the SIPO fund in cases where securities of the
issues claimed'by secured creditors were scarce. Suffice it to note that the subject of
same-tier priority conflicts and distributional considerations as among securities cus-
tomers and secured creditors warrants further practical and theoretical exploration.
107 Hasan Ho art. 92 (right of separation for "persons who possess the. . . right
of pledge").
18 See generally 7 DOING BusiNFss, supra note 61, part XIV, § 7.05[2]. Al-
though the theory and structure of Joto tanpo is that of a transfer of title, the courts
generally afford the Joto tanpo secured party the rights of a secured claimant rather
than the broader reclamation rights of an owner. Id.
09 See supra note 103. If C-2, in Example 1, were an ownership claimant and if
C-3 were ajoto tanpo secured claimant, they would share proportionately in the fungi-
ble bulk of C Co. securities if there were a shortfall. This assumes that both C-2 and
C-3 actually received an interest in the fungible bulk concerned. See supra notes 65,
69-74. That would be the case if, for example, when the transfers and deliveries were
made to C-2 and C-3 there were sufficient C Co. securities controlled by their interme-
diary, I-1, so as to satisfy both claims, and the shortfall arose subsequently (such as by
a transfer and delivery from I-1 to a good faith purchaser). See supra note 73.
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debtor-intermediaries in control of the collateral - perhaps frto tanpo-
like treatment would be appropriate. Implicit in each of these alterna-
tives is the assumption that the prospects for insolvency of securities
intermediaries will be taken seriously.
Once a pool of property available for distribution to claimants
against an insolvent securities intermediary is determined and the dis-
tributional rule is specified, there is little that property law can do to
increase the size of the pool. But property law rules can be used to
increase the recoveries of claimants to securities that are also claimed
by owners and creditors who do not claim an interest in a fungible bulk
through the insolvent intermediary - claimants on different tiers. In
that context, addressed next, property law can interfere with the inter-
ests of market participants who did not intend or desire to cast their
common lot with the insolvent intermediary.
3.2. Competing Claims and Priorities on Different Tiers - Bona
Fide Purchase, First-in-Time, Last-in-Time
Returning to Example 1, if U.C.C. Articles 8 and 9 are applied to
the C-1 versus 1-2 and C-1 versus L priority contests, 1-2 and L would
always prevail if they acquired their interests prior to the time that C-1
acquired its interests in the securities involved.11 This is so because C-
1 could not be a bona fide purchaser of the securities and, in the case of
securities earlier transferred to L and no longer identified to C's ac-
count with 1-2, C-1 probably would not receive a transfer of any prop-
erty interest.11 On the other hand, if C-l's interest arose earlier in
time than the interests of 1-2 and L, C-1 would achieve priority because
neither 1-2 nor L, as transferees of interests in a fungible bulk other
than through a clearing corporation, would achieve bona fide purchaser
status."'
The emphasis on timing, whether first-in-time or last-in-time, is
questionable considering that C-1 has little or no way to control or find
out about the transactions with 1-2 and L, either ex ante or ex post.
The same can be said for 1-2 and L with respect to I-l's transactions
with C-1. The principal control available to these parties lies in their
110 The analysis and explanation of United States law in this part is derived from
Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, at 365-379. The SIPA/Subchapter III
risk sharing distributional rule would not solve the different-tier priority contests in-
volved in Example 1. This is so because the securities subjected to perfected security
interests in favor of 1-2 and L would not be included in customer property. Yet C-1
would retain its right to sue 1-2 or L for conversion to the extent that C-1 could suc-
cessfully claim a senior interest. See id. at n. 212.
"I See supra note 65.
. See Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, at 366-71.
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respective selections of intermediaries. Yet, as shown above, C-1 may
sometimes prevail even though its intermediary, I-1, has failed and 1-2
and L sometimes will lose even though their intermediaries have not
failed.
The discussion of Example 1 indicates that the existing United
States legal regime is subject to another, more basic, defect as it relates
to conflicting claims on different tiers -its application is confusing,
awkward, and unprincipled. The property interest construct is ill-
suited to the resolution of conflicting claims in this context. With lim-
ited exceptions, it fails to deal expressly with the unique circumstances
involved when securities are a part of fungible bulks reflected by the
books of intermediaries. It abandons priority conflicts to the first-in-
time principle where bona fide purchaser status is not achieved. More-
over, before appropriate resolutions of priority contests can be teased
out, it is necessary first to ascertain that two competing claimants are
asserting rights in the same securities. But Article 8, the existing book-
entry Treasury Regulations, and the proposed TRADES regulations
provide no guidance as to how this can be accomplished when the se-
curities are a part of fungible bulks.
Under Japanese law, it appears that C-l's claim to the securities
would not prevail over the claim of either L or 1-2 (assuming L and 1-2
acted in good faith and without gross negligence113), whether C-l's
purchase occurred before or after the pledges to 1-2 and L. I-1 is in
possession of C-l's securities only as C-l's representative. 4 In pledg-
ing securities to L and 1-2, 1-1 delivers the securities to L pursuant to
MINPb article 184 and to 1-2 pursuant to MINPb article 182(2).111 If
the pledges were given to L and 1-2 before the putative transfer to C-I,
C-1 could not obtain possession because I-1 already would have parted
with its possession, and thus C-1 would receive no effective transfer; if
the pledges were given to L and 1-2 after the transfer to C-1, C-l's
possession theretofore held through I-1 as C-l's representative would
be lost when I-1 transferred possession in order to grant pledges to 1-2
and L."' Assuming that L and 1-2 acted in good faith and without
113 See supra note 73.
11I The delivery to C-1 would result from I-'s declaration pursuant to MINPO
article 183, whether the possessory rights in the securities involved were acquired by I-
1 acting as C-l's agent (broker) or whether possessory rights in the securities involved
were already held by I-1 in its own inventory. See supra note 61.
"" These methods of delivery are sufficient to create a pledge under MiNPO art.
344 and, because they are sufficient to transfer an ownership interest, they also would
be sufficient to create a joto tanpo. See supra notes 108-09 and accompanying text.
6 1-2 has possession for itself after a delivery pursuant to MINPO art. 182(2),
and for L after a delivery pursuant to art. 184, but after those deliveries 1-2 would not
have possession as I-l's representative. Possession through a representative is effective
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gross negligence (e.g., in the regular course and without knowledge that
the securities were claimed by C-1), L and 1-2 would be good faith
purchasers who would take free of C-l's earlier-in-time interest.'"
These results (although not the basis for the results) under Japa-
nese law are strikingly similar to the expected results under an "upper-
tier priority" (UTP) priority rule for resolving different-tier priority
contests, under United States law, that one of us has proposed else-
where." ' UTP would offer an understandable and easily applied doc-
trinal basis and theoretical justification for resolving different-tier pri-
ority contests involving transfers of interests in fungible bulks of
securities controlled by intermediaries. 9
The cornerstone of UTP is one overriding principle: the transferee
of an interest in a fungible bulk of securities, controlled by its interme-
diary can look only to its intermediary for the benefits of the securities
transferred. Stated otherwise, claimants on a higher tier always will
prevail over claimants on a lower tier.1 20 UTP does not reject the no-
tion that a transferee claiming through a lower-tier intermediary re-
ceives a property interest. Instead, it deals with how interests in securi-
ties are to be divided and prioritized in the event the lower-tier
intermediary fails. The property available to satisfy the claims of
lower-tier intermediary transferees would be limited to the securities
that have not been transferred by the lower-tier intermediary on a
higher tier and that are not otherwise subject to competing claims on
higher tiers. Application of UTP to Example 1 would resolve the pri-
ority disputes in favor of 1-2 and L in every instance.
Finally, UTP contemplates the adoption of a corollary rule: an
intermediary to whose books an interest in a fungible bulk of securities
only if the representative has possession. See MINPO art. 204. By instructing and per-
mitting 1-2 to hold possession on behalf of L and 1-2 as pledgees, I-1 would lose its
possessory rights. See MNPo art. 204(1)(i) (possession held through representative is
lost when principal [here, I-1] abandons intention to allow representative to hold on
principal's behalf). When I-1 loses possession, C-1 also loses possession. See MINPb
art. 204(1)(iii) (possession held through representative is lost when representative loses
custody).
11 Deliveries under MINPo arts 182(2) and 184, unlike those effected under art.
183, can qualify the transferee for good faith purchaser protection under art. 21 of the
Law on Cheques. See supra notes 73, 79. The results would be the same even if the
security interests werejoto tanpo. Deliveries under arts. 182(2) and 184 are sufficient
both to create a joto tanpo interest and to give such transferees (1-2 and L) good faith
purchaser protection.
18 See Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, Part V.
UTP is justified on the basis of economic efficiency analysis, analogies to other
U.C.C. doctrine, and the arbitrary and fortuitous results under existing law.
An exception would be made for "non-innocent" upper-tier claimants, such as
those who receive a transfer with knowledge that it is in violation of the rights of the
transferor's customers.
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is transferred would, as a matter of law, warrant that the transferee
will receive (and will continue to receive) the benefits of the interest
being transferred. If the transferee can look only to its intermediary for
satisfaction, it follows that the intermediary ought to warrant the qual-
ity of the interest to be received by the transferee. For the most part
U.C.C. Article 8 conforms to this standard by imposing warranties on
transferors to and brokers for purchasers for value, but some troubling
potential gaps exist.121 Similarly, Japanese law obligates a seller to see
that a buyer receives the benefits of the property interest.that the seller
has agreed to sell. 22 In some cases a representative controlling securi-
ties for a customer could not easily be characterized as a seller,"2 but
the MINPb provisions on sales nevertheless might be applied in appro-
priate non-sale transactions.
124
4. MARKET REFORM: ISSUES AND ALTERNATIVES
This part explores a variety of issues and alternatives that warrant
consideration by those who would seek to improve systems for securities
market clearance and settlement and by future reformers of the United
States and Japanese legal regimes affecting the transfer and pledge of
securities. Although the focus here is on the JGB and United States
Treasury securities markets, and to some extent the Japanese and
United States equity markets, the discussion suggests that many of the
troublesome problems arise in securities markets generally - whether
trading is over-the-counter or on exchanges, whether for equities or
bonds, and whether in the Japanese, United States, or other markets.
4.1. Eliminating or Reducing Paper Movements and the Role of Pa-
per Securities
A legal regime and market structure that embrace paperless secur-
ities as the norm can provide obvious benefits. The movement of physi-
121 Warranties are made by transferors and brokers under § 8-306 in favor of
purchasers for value, but it is not clear that the intermediary is a transferor or broker
in all intermediary book-entry transfers or that all such transferees will be purchasers
for value. See Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note 2, at 405-10.
122 See MINPO arts. 561-64.
12. In Example 1 when I-1 gave a security interest to L it would be difficult to
characterize 1-2 (L's intermediary) as a seller to L. However, even in the absence of a
statutory warranty of good title, 1-2 could have similar obligations to L created by
contract. It would seem appropriate to construe most intermediary-customer relation-
ships to include such a contractual warranty.
124 See MINPO art. 559 ("The provisions of this Section [3, Sale] shall apply mu-
tatis mutandis to contracts for value other than sales; however, this shall not apply
when the nature of such contracts does not so admit.").
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cal certificates among traders and investors in an active market results
in costs of transportation, safekeeping, monitoring, and inspection.
Costs also result from delays inherent in the practice of delivery of
physical certificates and the resulting failures to make timely deliveries.
Finally, the potential for loss, theft, destruction and forgery of negotia-
ble certificates imposes additional costs and risks.
1
1
5
Potential benefits notwithstanding, eliminating or substantially re-
ducing the role of paper securities will not necessarily reduce the vol-
ume of paper movement. The JGB registration system is illustrative.
1 2
Among the active market participants, that system has substantially
eliminated the movement of physical bonds. Indeed, bonds put into the
system are destroyed and the BOJ's registration books provide the rec-
ord of ownership. Much of the wholesale market activity involves
trades that result in registration of bonds in the ndme of the transferee
on a settlement date. But, except for transfers effected through BOJ-
NET, for each transfer in the registration system there must be an
RFT completed and signed by both the transferor and transferee, the
form must be physically delivered to the BOJ, and the data must be
input on the BOJ's computer system. Before implementation of BOJ-
NET for securities transfers, market transactions in the paperless
bonds in the registration system actually involved as much, perhaps
even more, paper movement than a system dependent on the physical
movement of paper securities. 2 '
Reducing paper movement depends not only on whether securities
themselves are paperless but on whether paper can be eliminated from
the process generally - such as in communicating transfer instructions
to an issuer or registrar like the BOJ. For example, under U.C.C. Ar-
ticle 8 an instruction need not be in writing; it may be "in any form"
that the issuer and the transferor agree upon in writing.12 The devel-
121 It was the threat of loss of insurance coverage by securities firms in the late
1960s, resulting from some large securities thefts, that inspired the rapid development
of the book-entry system for United States Treasury securities. See STIGUM, TRADE,
supra note 28, at 86-88.
See generally supra Part 2.1.2.
1 When BOJ-NET is not used, the JGB book-entry system also involves the
movement of paper instructions to the BOJ as the means of initiating a transfer or
pledge of bonds, but the instructions need be signed only by the transferor of bonds.
128 U.C.C. § 8-308(5)(b) & comment 3 ("Allowing nonwritten forms of instruc-
tions will permit the development and employment of means of transmitting instruc-
tions electronically."). Communications from the issuer to a registered owner or pledgee
also must occur after a transfer. See U.C.C. § 8-408 (requiring issuers to send written
statements following a transfer or pledge or a release of a pledge to the transferee and
pledgee ("initial transaction statements", defined in U.C.C. § 8-408(4)) and certain
periodic written statements at least annually). Surprisingly, Article 8 contains no provi-
sion for these post-transfer statements to be communicated in a form other than a writ-
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opment and introduction of systems of electronic communications and
information storage will not always require changes in law, but they
necessarily require cooperation, investment, and behavioral changes on
the part of market professionals.
Although the elimination of paper securities does not necessarily
reduce inefficiencies resulting from paper movement, substantial reduc-
tions in those inefficiencies may be achieved, nonetheless, without the
use of paperless securities. The United States experience provides some
useful illustrations. The inefficiencies of moving paper (securities certif-
icates and otherwise) resulted in a now-legendary "paperwork crunch"
in the United States markets during the late 1960s. Indeed, the inabil-
ity of the securities firms' "back offices" to manage the paper flow even
caused several firms to fail. These events marked the real beginning of
the search for the "certificateless society" in the United States.' 29 The
response of the market participants, with only slight assistance from
changes in law, was to develop a sophisticated depository system and
clearance and settlement system, mainly involving The Depository
Trust Company (DTC) and the National Securities Clearing Corpora-
tion (NSCC).a30 Within a few years, the serious paperwork problems
ing. The BOJ registration and book-entry systems also involve post-transfer statements
to registered owners and pledgees.
12 A considerable volume of commentary was addressed to prospects for a "cer-
tificateless society" during the 1970s. See, e.g., Aronstein, A Certificateless Article 8?
We Can Have It Both Ways, 31 Bus. LAw. 727 (1976); Aronstein, The Decline and
Fall of the Stock Certificate in America, 1 J. COMP. L. & SEC. REG. 273 (1978);
Guttman, Toward the Uncertificated Security: A Congressional Lead for States to Fol-
low, 37 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 717 (1980); Mulhern, First Steps Toward a Certificat-
eless Society Under Existing Law: One Practitioner's Experience, 26 Bus. LAW. 617
(1971); Smith, A Piece of Paper Revisited, 26 Bus. LAw. 1769 (1971); Smith, A Piece
of Paper, 25 Bus. LAW. 923 (1970); Steadman, The Lender in the Certficateless Soci-
ety, 26 Bus. LAw. 623 (1971); Werner, The Certificateless Society: Why and When?,
26 Bus. LAW. 605 (1971).
"I For a general discussion of clearance and settlement in the DTC-NSCC sys-
tem, see STIGuM, TRADE, supra note 28, at 245-57; R. Woldow, Overview of the Role
of the National Securities Clearing Corporation in Equities Trading (1990) (unpub-
lished manuscript) [hereinafter, Woldow, Overview]. For a brief description of NSCC's
"continuous net settlement" (CNS) system and the securities-holding practices of insti-
tutional investors in the United States markets, see Mooney, Beyond Negotiability,
supra note 2, at 318-20 (footnotes omitted):
Only trades in securities eligible for deposit with DTC can be cleared and
settled in the CNS system, and on the settlement date [the fifth business
day following the trade date] all of the securities to be delivered must be
on deposit with DTC. Prior to the settlement date the trades among all of
the participants are compared (matched) and netted with respect to each
securities issue, with each participant ultimately becoming obligated to
transfer or entitled to receive only a net quantity of securities that takes
into account all of that participant's trades in that security issue. Also
prior to the settlement date, NSCC becomes obligated to transfer and enti-
tled to receive these netted amounts to or from each participant. On the
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essentially were solved without changes in the law designed to facilitate
truly uncertificated securities. By the time the revised U.C.C. Article
8's legal regime for uncertificated securities was officially promulgated
in 1978, the paperwork problems that give rise to the project had by
and large gone away.1"1
The depository system has been recognized and used in Japan as
well. The Japan Securities Clearing Corporation (JSCC), a wholly-
owned subsidiary of the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE), serves as a de-
pository and also provides clearance and settlement services for TSE
trades.1"' However, the more limited success of JSCC, when compared
with the DTC-NSCC experience, demonstrates that the immobilization
of paper securities in a depository is less than a complete response to
problems associated with paper movement. The limitation of JSCC set-
tlements to TSE trades, the exclusion of certain important market pro-
fessionals (such as banks) from participation, and the extensive paper
movements133 have limited its efficacy. Changes contemplated in the
payments side, all amounts to be paid and received by each broker-dealer
participant also are netted, and NSCC becomes obligated to pay and enti-
tled to receive payment to or from each participant. Each participant be-
comes obligated to pay or entitled to receive from NSCC only a single sum
on account of all of its trades for all issues to be settled on that date. In
sum, on each settlement date, each NSCC participant pays to or receives
one sum of money from NSCC and each NSCC participant transfers to or
receives from NSCC, by book entry on the books of DTC, a single quan-
tity of each security issue involved.
Most large institutional investors employ a DTC participant custo-
dian bank. Most of these investors allow their custodian banks to leave
their securities in the custodian banks' accounts with DTC, registered in
the name of DTC's nominee, although in theory the investors could re-
quest their DTC member-intermediary to withdraw and hold them or re-
quest that certificates be issued in the investors' own names. Thus, these
market participants normally have no direct relationship with the issuers
of securities of which they claim beneficial ownership. DTC participants
expect DTC's nominee to become the registered owner of securities, and
non-participant investors, in turn, look to the DTC members or other
intermediaries.
11 See Committee on Stock Certificates, Section of Corporation, Banking and
Business Law, American Bar Association, Report of the Committee on Stock Certifi-
cates 37-43 (1975); Aronstein, Haydock & Scott, Article 8 Is Ready, 93 HARV. L.
REv. 889, 890-91 (1980).
132 SECURrTES MARKET 1990, supra note 43, at 131-32; T. Shimizu, Settlement
System of Tokyo Stock Exchange 1-5 (Oct. 5, 1988) (unpublished manuscript).
13I See Securities Market 1990, supra note 43, at 132, chart 11. See also T.
Shimizu, Settlement System of Tokyo Stock Exchange, supra note 132, at 6:
But the most serious problem of all is that prior to each [issuer's] record
date, JSCC has to return all the share certificates it has been keeping in
its central custody in order for those securities to be registered in the name
of the current beneficial owners. After the record date is past, they are
brought into the JSCC vault again. It is such a burdensome business to
remove shares every time there is a record date and then afterward for
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now-operational Japan Securities Depository Center (JASDEC) sys-
tem"' will solve or reduce some of those deficiencies."' 5 The differing
degrees of success of securities depositories in the United States and
Japan indicate that a clearing and settlement system must address sig-
nificant issues other than the reduction of paper movements.
Another example from the United States indicates that concerned
legal experts may have overemphasized the importance of the elimina-
tion of paper movement, including the elimination of paper securities,
and underemphasized other issues. The Fedwire system for United
States book-entry Treasury securities and sophisticated, computerized
communications and information storage capabilities of the market par-
ticipants, have substantially resolved, for that market, the inefficiencies
inherent in the movement of physical securities and in paper communi-
cations. Yet serious problems associated with transfer, pledge, clearance
and settlement remain in the United States government securities mar-
ket."36 In part because of the underinclusion of market participants at
the Fed level (only DIs can have securities accounts with the Fed) and
the real-time Fedwire transfers of securities against payment, the sys-
tem must cope with truly massive extensions of intra-day credit and
intermediary risk.137 Current proposals to revise the Treasury's book-
entry regulations were motivated largely by these concerns.1 38 Again,
resolution of the paperwork problems has not been a complete re-
sponse. The most that can be said is that the United States book-entry
system has alleviated some~of the costs and risks of paper movement.
In sum, the elimination of paper securities does not necessarily
JSCC to accept them back.
14 See supra note 63.
135 For descriptions of the structure and operations of JASDEC, see generally
Japan Securities Depository Center, Custody and Book-entry Delivery of Securities
(1989); Securities Market 1990, supra note 43, at 132-35. JASDEC functions as a
securities depository (under the Securities Depository Act) on whose books transfers of
interests in securities are effected. Its participants are not limited to members of the
TSE, as with JSCC, but include all securities firms that are members of any of the
Japanese stock exchanges, banks, and certain other market participants. Likewise, se-
curities settlements for all of the stock exchanges will be effected by book-entry trans-
fers on JASDEO's books. However, JASDEG will not perform the full range of secur-
ities and payment clearance and settlement functions, which will be left to clearing
agencies such as JSC. After several years of development, JASDEC became opera-
tional for the stocks of 50 banks listed on the TSE on October 9, 1991, and will become
operational for the entire TSE on January 17, 1992, and for all of the other exchanges
in October, 1992. See Hanzawa, Shoken Hokan Furikae Jigyo no Kongo no Yotei,
SHOJI HOMu, No. 1247, 3-8 (April 15, 1991).
's See supra Part 2.2.2.
137 See supra notes 41-43 and accompanying text.
138 See supra note 41. For a brief discussion of the proposed TRADES regula-
tions for book-entry Treasury securities, see Mooney, Beyond Negotiability, supra note
2, at 349, 371-73.
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reduce paper movement. The elimination or reduction of paper move-
ment can be achieved without the elimination of paper securities. And
the elimination of paper securities and reduction of other paper move-
ments does not, alone, resolve persistent problems in the clearing and
settlement process or the existence of intermediary risk. The elimina-
tion of paper securities and other paper movements is a small act in a
much larger drama.
4.2. Clearance and Settlement Reforms
The importance of reforms to the securities market clearance and
settlement systems has been recognized increasingly in recent years. In
1989 the Group of Thirty ("G-30"), "a private sector group concerned
with the working of the International Financial System,"" 9 issued a
report ("G-30 Report") containing nine recommendations for improve-
ments to the world's clearance and settlement systems and calling for
implementation of some of the recommendations by 1990, with total
implementation by 1992.140 The following discussion considers some of
the G-30 Report's recommendations as they might apply or be applied
to the United States and Japanese securities markets. 14 1
"1 Group of Thirty, Report, Clearance and Settlement Systems in the World's
Securities. Markets at (i) (1989) [hereinafter G-30 Report].
140 Id.
The subject of this Report... cannot claim to be immediately glamorous
or eye-catching. Indeed it has too commonly been thought of as a matter
only for the technical experts in back offices. Experience has shown how
mistaken, and indeed dangerous, such an attitude is. For the subject is
concerned with the core processes which underlie the working of securities
markets and determine their effectiveness or otherwise.
Id. at (i). See also Federation Internationale Des Bourses de Valeurs, Improving Inter-
national Settlement (1989) (report concerning clearance and settlement in the world's
securities markets); Office of Technology Assessment, Study of International Clearing
and Settlement (1989) (same); International Organization of Securities Commissions,
Report of the Technical Committee of IOSCO on Clearing and Settlement (1990)
(same).
141 Five of the nine recommendations - Recommendations 1, 2, 6, 8, and 9 -
are not considered here in detail. Those recommendations are as follows:
Recommendation 1:
By 1990, all comparisons of trades between direct market par-
ticipants (i.e., brokers, broker/dealers and other exchange members)
should be accomplished by T + 1 [the day following the trade
date].
Recommendation 2:
Indirect market participants (such as instituional investors, or
any trading counterparties which are not broker/dealers) should, by
1992, be members of a trade comparison system which achieves pos-
itive affirmation of trade details.
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4.2.1. Central Depository
The G-30 Report calls for each country to establish a central de-
pository in which there is widespread participation. 142 The report rec-
ognizes that a central depository is the safest and most efficient means
of reducing paper movements by permitting transfers to be effected by
book entry on a depository's books.1 4 It also recognizes that the effi-
ciencies of a depository system could be enhanced by the "dematerial-
isation" of securities (i.e., the use of paperless, uncertificated securities),
but it acknowledges that the principal benefits can be achieved by the
depository's "immobilisation" of securities certificates."'
Recommendation 6:
Payments associated with the settlement of securities transac-
tions and the servicing of securities portfolios should be made con-
sistent across all instruments by adopting the "same day" funds
convention.
Recommendation 8:
Securities lending and borrowing should be encouraged as a
method of expediting the settlement of securities transactions. Ex-
isting regulatory and taxation barriers that inhibit the practice of
lending securities should be removed by 1990.
Recommendation 9:
Each country should adopt the standard for securities messages
developed by the International Organisation for Standardisation
[ISO Standard 7775]. In particular, countries should adopt the
ISIN numbering system for securities issues as defined in the ISO
Standard 6166, at least for cross border transactions. These stan-
dards should be universally applied by 1992.
G-30 Report, supra note 139, at 3, 5, 13, 16, 18.
142 G-30 Report, supra note 139, at 7-8 ("Recommendation 3: Each country
should have an effective and fully developed central securities depository, organised [sic]
and managed to encourage the broadest possible industry participation (directly and
indirectly), in place by 1992.").
243 Id. at 7.
144 Id. at 7-8, 55-56. Although the revised U.C.C. Article 8, which creates a legal
regime for uncertificated securities, has been widely enacted in the United States, un-
certificated securities remain the exception in the markets. As discussed above, even the
widespread adoption and use of truly uncertificated securities would not be a sufficient
means of resolving the inefficiencies of paper movements. See supra text at notes 126-
28. Even if all of the securities traded in the United States markets were uncertificated,
it is likely that there would be no fundamental change in the way the market partici-
pants behave - instead of DTC having custody of securities, DTC would be the regis-
tered owner of the uncertificated securities on the books of the various issuers. The
active market participants do not desire to have separate, independent relationships
with the securities issuers. They prefer to capture the efficiencies inherent in the pro-
cess of clearing and settling their trades with each other through a common system.
Thus, the important potential efficiencies of the depository system arise from factors
other than the mere elimination of paper securities deliveries. They are driven by the
need for the important market participants to have an exclusive and efficient means of
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The United States markets for securities other than book-entry
government securities clearly comply with Recommendation 3; the non-
JGB Japanese markets are, at least, well on the road toward compli-
ance. 14 5 However, neither the Japanese nor United States government
securities markets feature any significant use of a central depository.
Nevertheless, the centralized book-entry transfer systems represented by
Fedwire and the JGB registration and book-entry systems achieve the
principal benefits of a central depository.
1 46
4.2.2. Netting
The G-30 Report appeals to each country to study and to seri-
ously consider whether it should establish a trade netting system.
147
The report refers to "[b]i-lateral netting, wherein all trades in the same
security between the same counterparties are netted to one final deliv-
ery . "... ,148 It also refers to two forms of multilateral netting. First,
there is "[m]ultilateral netting, where all trades in the same security are
netted to a final long or short position for each participant" and where
"the counterparty may be changed from the original broker. ' 14 9 Sec-
ond, there is multilateral netting with "[c]ontinuous net settlement,
where all trades in a particular security plus failed trades are continu-
ously netted to a final long or short position. In this type of netting, the
counterparty to the trade is the clearing corporation."'150
Pending settlement, each party to each trade is exposed to the risk
(settlement risk) that its counterparty will not pay for securities or per-
form its obligation to transfer securities, as the case may be.' 51 By re-
ducing the aggregate number and amount of securities transfers and
payments that are to be made at the time of settlement, a netting
rapidly transacting business with each other.
148 See supra note 135.
14 The close connection of the central banks (the BOJ and the Fed) with the
systems for book-entry transfers undoubtedly reflect historical and political considera-
tions and the special circumstances involved with government obligations.
147 G-30 Report, supra note 139, at 9 ("Recommendation 4: Each country should
study its market volumes and participation to determine whether a trade netting system
would be beneficial in terms of reducing risk and promoting efficiency. If a netting
system would be appropriate, it should be implemented by 1992.").
148 Id.
14, Id. This form of multilateral netting is similar to that employed in the GSCC
scheme in the United States. See supra Part 2.2.2.b.
150 Id. at 10. This is the structure of the multilateral netting scheme employed in
the DTC-NSCC ONS scheme. See supra note 130.
"" The settlement risk can arise out of credit risk, i.e., that the counterparty can-
not pay or deliver as a result of insolvency. It also can arise out of liquidity risk, i.e.,
that the counterparty, while not insolvent, does not have the cash to be paid or the
securities to be delivered at the time of settlement.
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scheme can control and contain the effects of a participant default in
the clearance and settlement process. 152 In the event of a participant's
insolvency, for example, the number and amount of affected transfers
would be reduced.15 It is important to note, however, that netting does
not reduce the likelihood of a default or reduce the uncertainty that
underlies settlement risk.
Multilateral netting systems are in place for much of the United
States market.15 4 In Japan, the JSCC clearance and settlement system
also employs a multilateral netting scheme.' Settlement for JGB's,
however, proceeds on a trade-by-trade basis. While bilateral netting for
the JGB settlement system seems feasible,156 the imposition of multilat-
eral netting could be problematic. Multilateral netting envisions that
prior to the time of settlement a party (a "clearing agency") would
become obliged to pay for all securities to be transferred by the various
market participants, and would be required to transfer all securities to
be paid for by the various market participants. The clearing agency
would "come between" the parties to each trade. 5 In the normal case,
when none of the parties fails to settle as required, the clearing agency
would receive securities from net transferors and transfer them to net
transferees. Similarly, it would receive payments from net payors and
152 See G-30 Report, supra note 139, at 9, 36-43. See also Bank for International
Settlements, Report on Netting Schemes § 6 (1989). Although this BIS Report deals
only with netting systems in the payments system, not with netting of obligations to
transfer securities, the risk reduction point is the same.
1"5 This assumes, of course, that at some point in time the netting would consti-
tute a novation and the netted obligation would, as a legal matter, replace the earlier
trade-by-trade obligations. In the case of routine failures to deliver securities, however,
under NSCC's "continuous net settlement system" delivery obligations (but not pay-
ment obligations) are continually deferred to the next settlement date (by netting with
deliveries to be made on that settlement date) and "marked to market" so as to adjust
for price changes. See STIGUM, TRADE, supra note 28, at 252. In theory, however, the
potential for "systemic risk" exists were a large default to result in a chain reaction of
defaults by other participants. See, e.g., PAYMENTS TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note
41, at 9-10.
15 See supra notes 148-49.
155 Shimizu, Settlement System of Tokyo Stock Exchange, supra note 132, at 2;
interview with Hiroyasu Ichimoto, Clearing Administration Department, Tokyo Stock
Exchange (December 14, 1988).
156 The netting of compared trades on a bilateral basis could be effected outside
the BOJ system, thereby reducing the size and number of trades submitted for settle-
ment in the registration and book-entry systems, or the bilateral netting could be ef-
fected by the BOJ.
157 The clearing agency would become obligated to make net payments and trans-
fers. In the DTC-NSCC settlement system, it is NSCC that is put between the parties
for settlement purposes. See supra note 130. Similarly, the Tokyo Stock Exchange as-
sumes those obligations of its members for the net payments and net transfers of securi-
ties at each settlement. Interview with Hiroyasu Ichimoto, Clearing Administration
Department, Tokyo Stock Exchange (December 14, 1988); see also BusINESS REGULA-
TIONS OF THE TOKYO STOCK EXCHANGE, Rules 49, 50, 58 (1986).
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transfer the payments to net payees. If one or more parties failed to pay
or transfer securities, however, the clearing agency presumably would
be obliged, nevertheless, to pay or transfer to the net obligees. 15 Thus,
in order to be assured of settlement, absolute (or nearly absolute) assur-
ance that the clearing agency could perform would be required. It is
not the netting scheme alone, but the substitution of a more reliable
contra party that permits a multilateral netting scheme to reduce settle-
ment risk.
One approach to ensuring clearing agency performance would be
for the market participants themselves to share, based on some equita-
ble formula, the settlement obligation of a defaulting participant. 59 If a
participant failed to pay or to transfer securities, or both, then the other
participants would be obliged to fund the clearing agency so that it
could make payment or acquire the securities to be transferred. Obvi-
ously, the utility of this approach would depend on the ability of the
various participants to perform their obligations. 160
Suffice it to note that whether to impose a netting scheme and
what the most appropriate type of netting scheme for the JGB market
is, are issues that warrant serious consideration.'
165 "Routine" fails to transfer, not involving insolvency or payment defaults, could
be resolved by deferring the settlement date and making appropriate economic adjust-
ments, as in the DTC-NSCC CNS system. See supra note 130.
159 The formula could take account of factors such as the size of a participant
(measured by capital or assets, for example) and its volume of JGB market activity
within a specified recent period.
"' Those obligations might be secured with deposits or securities, again according
to a formula. This is the approach taken in the DTC-NSCC settlement system. NSCC
maintains a fund of participant deposits designed to ensure that settlement will take
place even in the face of a participant's default. See STIGuM, TRADE, supra note 28, at
253; Woldow, Overview, supra note 130, at 19-21. Were the participants' fund insuffi-
cient to cover losses sustained as a result of a participant default, the participants would
be subject to pro rata assessments to make up the difference. See Woldow, Overview,
supra; NSCC 1989 REPORT, supra note 45, at 19. The Tokyo Stock Exchange system
provides for a similar arrangement. Interview with Hiroyasu Ichimoto, Clearing Ad-
ministration Department, Tokyo Stock Exchange (December 14, 1988).
16 The G-30 Report recognizes that whether to impose a netting scheme and the
optimal structure of a netting scheme should be considered on a market-by-market
basis.
Netting arrangements . . . contain difficult legal and credit problems
which result from the contingent liabilities in the eventuality of a default
by a clearing member. Netting, therefore, needs to be evaluated against the
laws and regulations of each particular jurisdiction.
We recommend that each market determine whether a netting system
would benefit its market participants .... Trade for trade.., is the most
fundamental type of system used, and may be appropriate for certain mar-
kets. An evaluation should be completed by end 1989 and should be done
in the context of projected volumes. The assessment should take into ac-
count both the pattern and volume of trades and the number of partici-
pants trading in major groups of securities.
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4.2.3. Delivery Versus Payment
A "delivery versus payment" (DVP) environment contemplates a
simultaneous exchange of securities for value, thereby eliminating the
risks of effective transfers of securities followed by payment defaults
and payments followed by failures to transfer securities. Like successful
multilateral netting schemes that involve the substitution of reliable
contra parties, a DVP scheme can control the effects of a participant
default. The G-30 Report recommends that DVP be the method for
settling all securities transactions." 2
The Fedwire system for transferor-initiated transfers of book-en-
try Treasury securities against payment is a striking example of a DVP
system. Yet that system has spawned enormous daylight overdrafts re-
sulting, eventually, in the introduction of the GSCC netting scheme.
Moreover, direct participation in the system is limited to DIs.'6" The
DTC-NSCC CNS system is not, strictly speaking, a DVP system,'"
although payments are connected to transfers by virtue of novation net-
ting resulting in NSCC becoming obligated for netted transfer and pay-
ment obligations and becoming entitled to receive netted transfers and
payments."6 5 Payments and securities transfers are similarly connected
in the JSCC system."66 A DVP scheme is used by institutional inves-
tors in the United States pursuant to DTC's Institutional Delivery
(ID) system." 7
Securities settlements and payments settlements are not connected
in the JGB system for clearance and settlement."68 Nevertheless, fail-
ures to pay or transfer have been virtually unknown in that market,
G-30 Report, supra note 139, at 10.
162 Id. at 11 ("Recommendation 5: Delivery versus payment (DVP) should be
employed as the method for settling all securities transactions. A DVP system should be
in place by 1992.").
163 See supra notes 34-36 and accompanying text. In addition, the transferee-
payor DI is in a position to reverse the transaction by simply sending the securities
back, also against payment. See supra note 40.
16 Transfers, on the books of DTC, of net amounts of securities to be transferred
to and by NSCC on a settlement date begin during the night before the settlement date
and continue throughout the day, although payments are not made to and by NSCC
until the end of the day on settlement date. See, e.g., Woldow, Overview, supra note
130, at 13-15.
15 See supra note 130.
166 See supra note 156.
167 In this system the institutional investor is connected to the automated commu-
nications process for clearing and comparing trades. For a brief description of the ID
system, see 1989 DEPosrroRY TR. Co. ANN. REP. 30-31 (1990); STIGUM, TRADE,
supra note 28, at 254-55.
168 See supra Part II.A.2.d. One commentator recently called for the introduction
of DVP in the BOJ-NET system. Kamata, Managing Risk in Japanese Interbank
Payments Systems, ECON. REV. FED. REs. BANK OF S. F., 18, 28-29 (Fall 1990).
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probably due to the close supervision and high expectations of the Min-
istry of Finance and the BOJ.
4.2.4. "Rolling Settlement" Systems, Delay Between Trade Date
and Settlement Date, and the T + 3 Proposal
Just as novation netting can reduce the aggregate value of out-
standing obligations to transfer and pay, shortening the time between
the date of a trade and the date of settlement can reduce the aggregate
outstanding unperformed obligations.""9 For this reason, the G-30 Re-
port urges adoption of "rolling settlement" systems, wherein settlements
take place on each business day and settlements will occur no later than
the third business day following the trade (T + 3).11
The JSCC system is a rolling settlement system with settlement on
T + 3, thereby complying-with the G-30 recommendation. The DTC-
NSCC system also employs the rolling settlement approach, although
settlement takes place on T + 5."'7 "Regular" settlement in the United
States government securities market occurs on T + 1 though same-day
("cash") settlement sometimes is effected."" The JGB settlement pro-
cess is the least consistent with the G-30 recommendation: it is not a
rolling system and there are only about six settlement dates each
month.' ' Moreover, it is not unusual. for settlement to take place as
many as ten business days after a trade date (T + 10).'" The buildup
of settlement risk was one of the reasons for increasing the number of
169 See Madhavan, Mendelson & Peake, Risky Business: The Clearing and Settle-
ment of Financial Transactions, 3 J. INT'L SEC. MAR. 7 (1989) (shortening time
between trade date and settlement date reduces risks for financial intermediaries, in-
cluding market risk, risks of customer defaults, and risks of intermediary contra party
failure).
2' G-30 Report, supra note 139, at 14-15 ("Recommendation 7: A 'Rolling Set-
tlement' system should be adopted by all markets. Final settlement should occur on T
+ 3 by 1992.").
171 The U.S. Working Committee for the Group of Thirty Clearance & Settle-
ment Project [hereinafter, U.S. Working Committee] has recommend that the goal of
reaching T + 3 by 1992 be extended to 1993. U.S. Working Committee For the
Group of 30 Clearance & Settlement Project, Implementing the Group of Thirty Rec-
ommendations in the United States 111-7-8 (Nov. 1990). The principal obstacle to im-
plementing T + 3 as seen by the U.S. Working Group is the perceived need to create
an alternative to intermediary control for "retail" customers, such as a system for direct
book-entry registration on the books of the issuers. U.S. Working Committee For the
Group of 30 Clearance & Settlement Project, Issues Affecting Implementation of The
Group of Thirty Recommendations in the United States 16-17 (Jan. 1991). For a dis-
cussion of proposals for a direct registration system, see Mooney, Property, Credit, and
Regulation Meet Information Technology: Clearance and Settlement in the Securities
Markets, 54 L. & CoNTrnMP. PROBS. (forthcoming 1991).
172 See STGUM, TRADE, supra note 28, at 125.
173 See supra Part 2.1.2.b.
174 See supra note 16.
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settlement dates from two to three and, then, to the current five or six.
Compliance with the G-30 Report's recommendation would require
even more pervasive reforms.
4.2.5. Supervision and Regulation of Financial Intermediaries
The possibility that a financial intermediary may become insolvent
or illiquid, thereby defaulting on its obligations to pay money or deliver
securities, is a common thread running throughout this discussion of
securities market clearance and settlement. The discussion illuminates a
variety of techniques for reducing this risk or controlling the damage
done when and if such defaults materialize.
This article does not dwell on the supervision and regulation of
the financial intermediaries that participate in the securities markets,
leaving that subject to more general treatments. Nevertheless, the qual-
ity of that supervision and regulation is a critical component of the
establishment and maintenance of successful systems for clearance and
settlement. There exists some inherent tension between the supervisory
and regulatory impact on settlement systems and the desire to reduce
risks arising out of intermediary control of securities. Although the
safety of a system for clearing and settlement may be enhanced when
participation in a system is limited to strong financial institutions, that
same selectivity can result in a more pronounced incidence and signifi-
cance of the intermediary control phenomenon.
4.3. Transfer, Pledge, and Financial Intermediary Insolvency
Proceedings
The discussion in Part 3 of this article identified a variety of
problems in both the United States and Japanese legal regimes dealing
with transfer and pledge of securities and the treatment of claims to
securities controlled by a financial intermediary subjected to insolvency
proceedings. In many respects similar results are reached under similar
circumstances when applying United States and Japanese law. But the
most striking disparity between the United States and Japanese regimes
may be the differences in the degree of detail and specificity with which
interests in securities are treated.
In the United States, a substantial portion of an entire article of
the Uniform Commercial Code-Article 8-is devoted to issues arising
out of transfer and pledge of securities. A specialized statutory insol-
vency proceeding under SIPA is provided for failed registered broker-
dealers in the United States, while the United States Bankruptcy Code
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contains a separate subchapter for (non-registered) stockbrokers. 175 The
United States Bankruptcy Code also contains several specialized provi-
sions dealing with parties to securities transactions.176 A preliminary
report of a committee of the American Bar Association proposes a host
of even more detailed and specialized statutory treatment dealing with a
variety of issues related to transfer and pledge of securities and finan-
cial intermediary insolvency proceedings.
1 77
Japanese law treats securities as movables to which the transfer
and delivery provisions of the MINPb apply, and does not distinguish
securities from other yuka-shoken.178 Similarly, no special provisions
are made for the bankruptcy of securities firms or banks, or for claims
to securities, under the Hasan ITo. However, the enactment of the Se-
curities Depository Act, the formation and development of JASDEC,
and the linkages of the JGB registration and book-entry systems with
BOJ-NET are all important steps in the right direction. Whether Jap-
anese law should provide additional specialized treatment that takes ac-
count of the special circumstances in the securities markets is a question
that deserves serious consideration. At a minimum, changes in law that
would clearly recognize and give effect to property rights in uncertifi-
cated securities controlled by intermediaries would seem to be
advisable.
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4.4. Effect of Market Reforms on Internationalization of Financial
Markets
Reforms to systems for clearance and settlement and to the private
law governing transfer and pledge of securities, as well as improve-
ments in financial institution supervision and regulation, are enor-
mously important to the ongoing internationalization of the world's fi-
nancial markets.180  Depositories and clearing organizations are
175 See supra text accompanying notes 90-97.
178 See, e.g., Bankruptcy Code §§ 546(e), (f) ("margin payments" and "settlement
payments" not avoidable by trustee in bankruptcy), 741(5) (defining "margin pay-
ment"), 741(8) (defining "settlement payment").
177 American Bar Association, Section of Business Law, Interim Report of the
Advisory Committee on Settlement of Market Transactions (Exposure Draft, February
15, 1991). Influenced largely by this report, the National Conference of Commissioners
on Uniform State Laws has formed a Drafting Committee charged with revising Arti-
cle 8.
178 See supra note 61.
179 See supra notes 57-58 and accompanying text.
"" See, e.g., G-30 Report:
The world's securities markets are of increasing importance to all who are
involved with modern day business, finance, and investing. At the same
time, it is clear that the operational characteristics of these markets - par-
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emerging as the principal linkages among markets.118 The harmoniza-
tion of law and practice in the various domestic regimes could be of
great benefit in the cross-border environment.
5. CONCLUSION
As securities market participants, lawyers, and scholars begin to
study more carefully the processes of clearance and settlement in the
securities markets (including the potential elimination of paper securi-
ties and reduction of paper movements through automation), it is be-
coming clear that there are necessary and direct connections among the
legal regime dealing with property rights (in and out of insolvency pro-
ceedings), the rights of creditors, the supervision and regulation of fi-
nancial intermediaries, and the clearance and settlement systems them-
selves. These pieces of the puzzle cannot be walled off from one
another. The future growth and development of international markets
and cross-border linkages among markets may depend on successful ef-
forts to harmonize and make uniform the domestic treatment of these
matters in jurisdictions where the principal markets are located. To
that end, this article identifies some of the questions that ought to be
asked and suggests some of the answers.
ticularly the trading, clearing and settlement procedures - are of uneven
quality and, not surprisingly, reflect local historic traditions and practices.
It is not difficult to conclude that on a global basis this uneven quality and
practice inhibits international investment flows while the intersection be-
tween local practice and growing volumes and values could, under adverse
circumstances, represent a very serious risk to the world's financial
network.
Id., supra note 139, at (iii).
181 For example, there are now linkages between JSCC and International Securi-
ties Clearing Corporation (ISCC), a wholly owned subsidiary of NSCC. NSCC 1989
REPORT, supra note 45, at 9.
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